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DAY 4 – 8 OCTOBER 2015 

 

  [11.00 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Good morning everyone.  So just before we get underway 5 

this morning there is just a couple of matters to put on the transcript by 

way of disclosures.  Mr Willis? 

 

MR WILLIS:   Yes, just put on the record that I am involved in an unrelated 

matter with Ms Appleyard and Mr Williams, it is unrelated to 10 

Christchurch City or the proceedings currently before us. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And Ms Dawson? 

 

MS DAWSON:   Also want to record that I am involved in an unrelated matter 15 

outside of Christchurch for a client that Mr Williams from Chapman 

Tripp is also involved with. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Thank you.  All right, now, Ms Appleyard, I think we have 

got Orion and LPC, we have read those submissions. 20 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  Yes, of unless there were any questions, we are in 

agreement effectively with Mr Stevenson, so I was going to leave it 

there unless you have any questions. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, will just check, they were very clear to me.  I don’t 

have any.   

 

 No, thanks, we can just receive them on that basis, thank you. 

 30 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  Now, in relation to the Airport I have field this morning 35 

just some brief opening legal submissions but also, as signalled 

yesterday, I have filed a partial withdrawal of the further submission 

and amendment of that which I have provided to Mr Cleary. So I 

wasn’t going to either read the submissions or deal with the further 

submission unless the Panel had any questions. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, the only think about that is I have managed to read 

them in time.  I understand one or two Panel members may not have 

fully read them. 

 45 

MS APPLEYARD:   That is fine, they are pretty short. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   So it may be worth just quickly addressing them. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   They are pretty short and I am happy to do. 

 5 

 So in paragraph 3 of the submissions I just record that we filed a partial 

withdrawal and amendment in respect of the issues raised yesterday.  

So just if I can clarify that, the primary relief that CIAL seek is that the 

Rural-Urban Fringe zoning is retained as it stated in its original 

submission.   10 

 

 Notwithstanding that if the Panel is minded to rezone for Industrial 

Commercial then CIAL does not oppose on grounds of noise sensitivity 

because there are rules in the Industrial General which are proposed 

which effectively avoid noise sensitive activities.  So if the Panel 15 

decides to rezone we don’t have any concerns on noise grounds.  So I 

suppose the short way of saying that either zoning doesn’t raise any 

reverse sensitivity issues, either Rural or Industrial Commercial. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you. 20 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  So CIAL’s interests and concerns in relation to this 

proposal are confined to retaining the Rural zoning of the NWRA3 area 

as it stated in its original submission.  Issues relating to wastewater 

capacity in relation to the Industrial Park Wairakei Road zone, rezoning 25 

requests for additional areas of land to be included in the Industrial 

Park zone north of Wairakei Road and, as I have said, avoidance of 

noise sensitive activities but that has effectively been dealt with in the 

earlier Industrial and Commercial hearings as a result, we don’t have a 

concern provided those rules are carried over. 30 

 

 So dealing with the northwest review area land, CIAL made an original 

submission seeking the retention of the Rural-Urban Fringe zoning for 

that area of land and in particular its concern is about the ability of 

infrastructure to provide properly for further urban land uses in the 35 

Rural-Urban Fringe.  The transport network and the wastewater 

infrastructure are of particular importance to CIAL and that is nothing 

new, those issues were raised at the MAIL hearing as well. 

 

 In the context of this particular piece of land CIAL is concerned that 40 

rezoning the land to industrial may create adverse traffic effects on the 

local road network, in particular the southern airport access which will 

be part of NZTA’s state highway/Russley Road upgrade. 

 

 So really our case in respect of this relates to Mr Penny’s evidence and 45 

Mr Bonis relies on that evidence.  The traffic effects of the potential 
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rezoning have been considered by Mr Penny as well as the other 

transport experts.  Mr Penny has concluded that the rezoning of 

76 Hawthornden Road as requested by submission 2183 would have an 

adverse effect on the traffic environment and residential amenity.  He 

also concludes that the rezoning of other NWRA3 properties as sought 5 

by the other submission 2278 could only be considered if a safe and 

efficient access can be provided to from Russley Road via the loop road 

of the southern airport access. 

 

  [11.05 am] 10 

 

 All experts, as we understand it, are in agreement that no rezoning in 

response to either submission should be considered that involves a 

through road between the southern airport access and Hawthornden 

Road.  So CIAL’s submissions relate to those traffic issues so unless 15 

those traffic effects of the requested zonings can be appropriately 

avoided or managed then CIAL continues to oppose the relief sought 

by those submitters. 

 

 As clarified in its further submission if contrary to our primary 20 

submission the land is to be rezoned then we support rules that apply in 

the Industrial General and Industrial Park zones, that activities which 

are sensitive to airport operations are non-complying. 

 

 In relation to the Industrial Park Wairakei Road zone and addition 25 

zoning requests, CIAL made submissions on the proposed Industrial 

Park Wairakei Road zone seeking to ensure that reference in the 

notified plan to non-complying activity status for noise sensitive 

activities was retained and I have discussed that below.   

 30 

 CIAL also sought some clarification of the provisions relating to 

wastewater availability in the Riccarton interceptor sewer.  In particular 

CIAL supports the non-complying rule which states that until the 

Riccarton interceptor sewer is upgraded there should be no discharge of 

wastewater to the Council reticulated wastewater network.   35 

 

 CIAL also seeks to ensure that any application for resource consent 

under the proposed rule is publicly notified.  Additional discharges in 

this part of the wastewater network will potentially compromise the 

provision of services to existing or already proposed activities and land 40 

developments that are designed to discharge to the same sewer system.   

 

 CIAL supports the Council’s position on the request to rezone 

additional land in the proximity of Industrial Park Wairakei Road zone 

from Rural-Urban Fringe to Industrial.  CIAL agrees that this 45 
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additional land should be retained as Rural-Urban Fringe and this is 

addressed by Mr Bonis.   

 

 There is one matter relating to wastewater infrastructure capacity 

however which CIAL seeks to clarify or thinks it is clarified through 5 

Mr O’Neill’s evidence.  Ms O’Brien states in her evidence that she did 

not support the rezoning seeking to extend the proposed Industrial Park 

Wairakei Road but the reason that she gave there, there will only be 

capacity in the Wairakei collector sewer for the notified zoning once 

wastewater from Christchurch International Airport is removed for the 10 

Wairakei collector sewer and discharged to the Avonhead Road sewer 

instead.  And there she has made another similar statement at 

paragraph 9.2 of her evidence. 

 

 As Mr O’Neill says in his evidence CIAL currently discharges all 15 

wastewater flow from the airport through the Wairakei collector and 

will continue to discharge flow to the sewer in the future.  The concern 

here was that Ms O’Brien’s wording suggests somehow that there is an 

intention on the part of the Airport to cease discharge of all flow from 

the airport to the Wairakei collector sewer.  That is not the case and 20 

Mr O’Neill provides evidence on that. 

 

 I probably don’t need to read 16, 17 and 18 because that is just a long 

way of saying that we agree with the rules relating to noise sensitive 

activities. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   So really there is only two issues and that is the traffic 

issue with respect to NWRA3 and just that clarification in respect of 30 

wastewater.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  So, Mr Cleary, you don’t take any position on the 

withdrawal matter? 

 35 

MR CLEARY:  Not at all, I am obliged to my friend for clarifying the 

Airport’s position.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thanks, Mr Cleary.   

 40 

MR CLEARY:   Sir, sorry, I should apologise for raising that issue yesterday 

that I do, in terms of I noted your minute today saying it was improper 

for me to raise it and I do accept that and I apologise. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, all right, that is fine, thank you for the apology.  So 45 

I think we will go to your first witness, Ms Appleyard. 
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MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, Mr O’Neill. 
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<EOGHAN MICHAEL O’NEILL, affirmed [11.09 am] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MS APPLEYARD [11.09 am] 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   You confirm your full name is Eoghan Michael O’Neill? 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Yes, it is. 5 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   And you are technical director with Pattle Delamore 

Partners Limited? 

 

  [11.10 am] 10 

 

MR O’NEILL:   I am. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   You have the qualifications set out in paragraph 2 of your 

statement of evidence dated 17 September? 15 

 

MR O’NEILL:   I do. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   And do you confirm that evidence is true and correct to 

the best of your knowledge? 20 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you.  Just one matter, one question that you may 

be able to assist the Panel on, there has been reference to the upgrade of 25 

the Riccarton interceptor, are you able to give the Panel any guidance 

as to your understanding of when that is likely to occur? 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Well, my understanding is that within the current LTP there is 

sufficient funding for upgrade of the lower Riccarton interceptor sewer 30 

which will create 33.7 litres per second additional capacity.  My 

understanding from discussions with the City Council the M-a-i-l-

process and also - - - 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   MAIL you mean? 35 

 

MR O’NEILL:  MAIL, pardon me.  Was that that additional capacity was 

allocated to CIAL plus the MAIL Plan Change.  Any additional 

capacity beyond that will need to wait until the upper Riccarton 

interceptor project is completed and that is currently not funded 40 

through the LTP.  The intention is that it will be funded sometime after 

2025.   

 

MS APPLEYARD:   2025? 

 45 

MR O’NEILL:   That is my understanding. 
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MS APPLEYARD:  Now, Professor Bagchi, has indicated he might have some 

questions for you, I don’t know whether he has or not but I will sit 

down and assume that he does. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Just a word to the witness before the professor asks you 

questions.  So first of all Professor Bagchi is not an experienced 

counsel, although he is doing very well in his skills in counsel, but 

nevertheless he is not an experienced counsel and the theory of his 

client’s case is, you might say, reasonably well aligned with the 10 

Airport’s theory on which basis I would ask you to bear that in mind in 

terms of the nature of the questions you get and how you, as an expert 

witness, consider you should answer them. 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Thank you, sir. 15 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sir, we have no questions for Mr O’Neill. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Mr Penny is here and he has heard that. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Dawson. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So I don’t have any questions, I just want to make sure that I 

am clear that in terms of the matter that Ms O’Brien raised, it is just the 

additional sewage flow from the Dakota Park development that is 25 

currently, I think we were told, discharged for about an hour in the 

middle of the night. 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Correct, currently the Dakota Park wastewater is it discharges 

via a pump station located within the CIAL area which has an 30 

associated storage tank.  So during the day that storage tank is used to 

basically it fills up and at approximately midnight, give or take 

20 minutes, each evening that is pumped down for a period of about 

40 minutes and obviously as further development occurs within that 

catchment that duration will increase slightly as more volume is 35 

pumped through the evening. 

 

MS DAWSON:   I think I had initially thought that, that I had heard that that 

system was in place, but I thought that the sewage was currently being 

pumped at night through the restricted and not yet upgraded Riccarton 40 

sewer but it is not, it actually goes where the rest of the sewage goes 

from down the Wairakei - - - 

 

MR O’NEILL:  No, it is not the case, it currently discharges into the main 

airport reticulated system which ultimately discharges to the Wairakei 45 

sewer. I believe, as part of the four-laning of Russley Road, a 
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connection pipeline has been put underneath Russley Road which will 

provide a future connection through to Avonhead Road but that has not 

been completed as of yet but will be obviously a future point of 

connection. 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, and so once the lower Riccarton interceptor is upgraded, 

which is funded, that new connection under Russley Road could be 

used for the Dakota Park area only. 

 

MR O’NEILL:   Correct. 10 

 

MS DAWSON:  But it would still be by way of the storage system and 

released at appropriate times maybe? 

 

MR O’NEILL:   The storage system when it was put in was originally I guess 15 

intended as a temporary activity to control the flows that were 

ultimately going to in Wairakei sewer, saying that the system obviously 

is in place and it could be used to buffer flows to the Avonhead Road 

sewer in the future. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   If that is necessary. 

 

MR O’NEILL:   I don’t believe there is any specific requirement in the plans 

that they must do that but certainly the ability to manage flows into 

Avonhead Road is available to the airport although there may be some 25 

upgrades, control upgrades required to the system to enable that. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, thank you very much. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Huria? 30 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Willis? 

 35 

MR WILLIS:   No, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I don’t have any questions either, Mr O’Neill, thank you 

very much but I will just check if there is re-examination, 

Ms Appleyard? 40 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   No, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thanks very much for your assistance, you are free to go. 

 45 

MR O’NEILL:   Thank you, sir. 
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<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [11.15 am] 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Well, the good news is I know the professor does have 

questions for Mr Penny who we are going to have next. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I don’t need to say what I said to Mr O’Neill to 

Mr Penny because I did that last time. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  Mr Penny has a short summary but he has actually 10 

reduced it to writing so it might help. 
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<ANTHONY THOMAS PENNY, sworn [11.16 am] 
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MS APPLEYARD:   I am sorry I think the extra copies got distributed. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, it is okay, I have had a quick skim of it. 

 

<EXAMINATION BY MS APPLEYARD [11.17 am] 5 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Do you confirm that your full name is Anthony Thomas 

Penny? 

 

MR PENNY:   I do. 10 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  And you are a fellow of the Institute of Professional 

Engineers of New Zealand and you have the qualifications and 

experience set out in paragraph 1 of your evidence-in-chief? 

 15 

MR PENNY:   That’s correct. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   You have provided to the Panel a statement of original 

evidence and a statement of rebuttal evidence? 

 20 

MR PENNY:   Correct. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   And can I ask you to confirm that those two pieces of 

evidence are true and correct to the best of your knowledge? 

 25 

MR PENNY:   They are to the best of my knowledge.  There was just a little 

bit of confusion about the Industrial General or Industrial Park issue.  I 

understand the Industrial General is the accepted consideration. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Appleyard, the joint statements as well. 30 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, and attached to your rebuttal evidence there are the 

two expert conferencing sessions that you participated in, notes of 

those on 24 and 29 September?  

 35 

MR PENNY:   24th and 29th, yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you.  Could I ask you - - - 

 

MR PENNY:   And then a third one, 40 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Oh, sorry, there is a third one. 

 

MR PENNY:   On 6 October. 

 45 

MS APPLEYARD:   Yes, that was the one this week, 
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MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   And the Panel has got a copy of that, thank you.  So can I 

ask you to confirm that they are all true and correct to the best of your 5 

knowledge? 

 

MR PENNY:   To the best of my knowledge, yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you.  Now, you had a short summary you wished 10 

to provide. 

 

MR PENNY:  Yes, thank you very much. This summary covers the 

conclusions I have reached through the preparation of my evidence-in-

chief and my rebuttal evidence as well as conferencing which only 15 

finished two days ago and involved the preparation of three statements. 

 

 My opinion is that traffic generated by the rezoning sought by 

submission 2278 would have a minor cumulative effect on the wider 

road network adversely affecting access to the airport.  In addition I 20 

consider that the immediate access intersection, while it could probably 

be constructed to design standards, is out of context on an expressway 

loop ramp.  Perhaps I could just add there my concern in that issue is in 

relation to safety rather than efficiency.  There won’t be any capacity 

problems but it is a safety issue.  Those transport issues are probably 25 

not sufficiently critical to recommend against the rezoning if the other 

planning issues indicate in favour of the rezoning.   

 

 My position on submission 2183 is very similar.  In that case the minor 

cumulative effect associated with airport accessibility is on the 30 

intersections of Roydvale Avenue with Memorial Avenue and 

Avonhead Road.  The local concern is the use of an existing residential 

street Hawthornden Road as the only access to an industrial activity 

particularly by trucks. 

 35 

  [11.20 am] 

 

 And perhaps could I add from proceedings that I have seen in the 

transcript that I understand that Mr Milne said in answer to questions 

that an eight metre road could accommodate parking on both sides and 40 

two-way traffic.  That is not correct in my opinion, the minimum 

situations and the width generally used by the Council for residential 

road reconstruction is nine metres.   

 

 If you’ve got parking on both sides and the road is only eight metres 45 

wide then traffic in one direction is going to have to give way.  That is 
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not to say there aren’t eight metre wide roads in such situations but you 

are looking for traffic to give way, one car will pull into a driveway 

while another car goes through.  And that in fact happens on nine metre 

wide roads because a lot of people don’t have the confidence to do two-

way movement in a nine metre wide road which is the norm. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  And just a clarification of that, does Hawthornden Road 

have sort of a generous sort of swale berm on the side of it? 

 

MR PENNY:   That is possibly on the west side the parking may occur on the 10 

grass berm.  I have not looked at that in too much detail but there is no 

kerb and channel on that side. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Not set up at this stage for now. 

 15 

MR PENNY:  No, no, that’s right. The other matter was, and, sir, you could 

advise me on whether you want me to go through this or not, but there 

was, seemed to be from the transcript some confusion about traffic 

volumes associated with review area east traffic generation.  Would it 

be helpful if I added my bit to that? 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR PENNY:   To do that I would suggest going to the evidence of Mr Milne, 

evidence-in-chief, and to appendix B. 25 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Mr Penny, I will just wait until we get it up on the screen.   

 

MR PENNY:   Page 7 of appendix B.  Right, table 3.1 if we look to - - - 

 30 

MS DAWSON:   Sorry I haven’t got that. 

 

MS HURIA:   No I don’t either. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I’m just going to look at it on the screen. 35 

 

MR PENNY:   It’s on the screen if that’s good enough.   

 

MS DAWSON:   That’s right. 

 40 

MR PENNY:   If we look down under scenario to number 354, you will see 

submission 2183 in the middle of that row and then you’ll see that it 

has an area of 4.2 hectares and that the estimated peak hour traffic 

generation is 84 vehicle movements per hour that is - - -  

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 
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MR PENNY: - - - it shouldn’t really read trips, because it is a two-way 

movement. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes. 5 

 

MR PENNY:   Now that equates to 900 vehicle movements per day and if we 

go to page, well sorry, while we are on that page let’s just do 

submission 2278 which is in the next block above. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR PENNY: 11 hectares, 220 vehicle movements per hour, which is 

equivalent to 2400 vehicle movements per day, okay, so then if we now 

go to page 19, this is where the questions came as I understood it from 15 

the transcript. 

 

 And we look at figure 6.8, you had the other day a clearer picture of 

this. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, we’ve got an exhibit - - - 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  - - - which is attached to Mr Clark’s evidence. 25 

 

MR PENNY:   Well as I can read the numbers on this particular diagram we 

get 900, these are vehicles per day this time, so that’s why I went from 

vehicles per hour to vehicles per day, so it was 900, which is showing 

on that plot, that brown line coming out from the site, now the 30 

questions that have been asked were about these traffic volumes and 

people talked about 200. The 200 is the number going north along 

Hawthornden Road. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right. 35 

 

MR PENNY:   And then there was discussion about 400 on Merrin Street. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  So that figure of 200 I think related to a base figure of 

something like 1300 to about 1500 for that movement. 40 

 

MR PENNY:  Yes.  But obviously south of the site access there would be 

considerably more.  Now I’ve been having some difficulty with that 

number south of the site access because it looks like 400 to me.  But 

when I was at school 200 and 400 didn’t add up to 900 so I’m not quite 45 

sure what’s going on here. 
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  [11.25 am] 

 

 There’s 400 on Merrin Street and there’s 200 north on Hawthornden 

Road, that leaves 300.  Now this doesn’t show it but if 300 went south 5 

down Hawthornden Road and through all those local roads and out to 

Bentley Street which was discussed, that would be a considerable rat 

run.  So I can only help you that far in terms of those traffic volumes. 

 

 But just while we are there we might as well look at page 17 for the 10 

other part of area 3 and so the total volume coming out of the zone was 

2400 and it gets split in all directions.  The bit I just wanted to draw 

your attention to was the fact that there’s 400 travelling along 

Ron Guthrey Road which is the road within the airport.  So that this 

development does have a direct effect, not just on access to the airport 15 

but on the roads within the airport’s own road network. 

 

 I think it’s 400 if I’m reading it correctly.  So 400 of the 2400.  So that 

completes my summary thank you sir. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I wonder Ms Appleyard whether it might be for Mr Penny 

to be taken to the exhibits to Mr Clark’s evidence, I am just trying to 

find the exhibit number.  Just so that – Exhibit F actually.  

 

MS APPLEYARD:   To his original? 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes has the hearings manager, got a copy of Exhibit F to 

provide to the witness.  Just show it to Ms Appleyard first so that we 

get the right one.  I just want to make sure that, because that figure is so 

small, it just might help us to sort of see it on - - - 30 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   That’s fine, I know the document you’re talking about, if 

Mr Penny. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  So I wonder whether just starting with that last point 35 

regarding page 17, and the numbers there in regard to Ron Guthrey 

Road, whether you could just point to that on these figures Mr Penny, 

just so that we can see it.  I’m struggling with the sort of stick diagram 

drawing of it. 

 40 

MR PENNY:   Yes, this seems inconsistent so what is this, this is 2026. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, I mean is that the – well perhaps we will leave it at 

that.  It may well be that it is inconsistent.  I just don’t know, it was 

produced through Mr Clark as part of his rebuttal to illustrate points 45 
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that he was making in regard to the modelling.  It may be that it’s not 

the right figure to - - - 

 

MR PENNY: Well it may be because there was inconsistency in that GDP 

appendix.  This at least adds up, but it’s not consistent with that traffic 5 

generation figure of 84.  It’s only got a traffic generation of 59.  Unless 

this is one-way. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right.  So what you’re really saying too is that there are 

some unanswered questions in your mind in regard to reliability of the 10 

modelling? 

 

MR PENNY:   Well yes in terms of the numbers we talked about that 900, the 

200 and the 400 which didn’t seem to add up. The 900 I have 

confidence in, I think if that’s a four hectare site that’s about the right 15 

sort of traffic generation for that site.  Whereas this is, and the 84 per 

hour, this is only 59 per hour but this could well be the exiting traffic 

only. 

 

MS DAWSON:   It is. 20 

 

MR PENNY:   All right. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:   It’s traffic leaving in the evening peak hour. 

 

MR PENNY:   Right, well that makes sense then. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 30 

 

MR PENNY:   And these numbers do add up. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 35 

MR PENNY:   What we should perhaps note is that the traffic arriving in the 

evening peak hour is not equal to that leaving, it’s somewhat less. 

 

MS DAWSON:   84 minus 59 or something or that ilk. 

 40 

MR PENNY:   Yes, exactly, you’re onto it.  And the second diagram I presume 

is the same, it’s again traffic leaving. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes. 

 45 

MR PENNY:   So it’s 155. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR PENNY:   I’ve got 220. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   That’s right, we’ve got a mark there, total traffic leaving 

the site. 

 

MR PENNY:   Right. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Marked that from his explanation.  All right.  Thank you. 

So are you intending to cross-examine on behalf of the Council? 

 

MR LESLIE: No, sir, my understanding was that Mr Winchester had 

withdrawn that, and the same for Professor Bagchi this afternoon, sir. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  So Professor Bagchi, your opportunity? 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY PROFESSOR BAGCHI [11.30 am] 

 20 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you.  Mr Penny.  

 

MR PENNY:   Good morning.   

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Mr Penny, in your evidence-in-chief and rebuttal 25 

evidence indicate that you do not consider (INDISTINCT 00.45) Road 

to be appropriate as the only access for an industrial development on 

Area 3 East, is that correct? 

 

MR PENNY:   That is correct.  30 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Thank you.  Could you please outline what your 

concerns are in terms of safety, amenity and efficiency? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now you don’t need to repeat your evidence, of course, 35 

Mr Penny. 

 

MR PENNY:   No, of course.  Right, in terms of safety the main issue is the 

road width, as we have already discussed with parking on both sides et 

cetera. Perhaps I could add that an industrial road is generally a 40 

minimum of 12 metres wide. 

 

 In terms of efficiency, I do not see any particular problems, other than 

there might be some minor delays if the road were only eight metres 

wide, it wasn’t widened and there was parking on both sides and 45 
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vehicles had to give-way to opposing traffic, that is a minor effect on 

efficiency. 

 

 In terms of amenity, traffic amenity, there might be other effects as 

well, but in terms of traffic amenity the biggest issue is with trucks, the 5 

noise of trucks.  I don’t know about the foundation of that road, it could 

well be there is vibration issues et cetera.   

 

 So those are the main one issues. 

 10 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Thank you.  Now we have been listening about the 

discrepancy in the figures between Mr Milne’s estimation and your 

estimation, so I am not going to repeat those to waste the time of the 

Panel.  Now, have you also gone through the transcript when Mr Milne 

was giving his evidence here from day one, calculated the proportion of 15 

heavy vehicles travelling to Area 3 East on the assumption that the 

rezoning sought was an industrial park. 

 

 Now, the rezoning sought is in fact an Industrial General.  Do you 

agree that the proportion of heavy vehicles associated with an Industrial 20 

General site is greater than the proportion associated with an Industrial 

Park? 

 

MR PENNY:  To be honest, Industrial Park I am not too sure about, but 

Industrial General can be in the order of 20 percent heavy vehicles. 25 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you.  Now Mr Milne had calculated 7 percent 

of traffic for industrial parks of heavy vehicle in his rebuttal at 3.9, if 

you have it there, please.   

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Was that 3.9 rebuttal? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   3.9, sir.   

 

MR PENNY:   I see it on the screen.   35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I will just pause a minute, I just want to make sure I have 

got the right one. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir.   40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Now that the number of heavy vehicles accessing 

area 3 would be at the rate of one to three per hour is what he said.  In 45 
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light of the industrial general zone, do you agree that one to three heavy 

vehicles per hour is an accurate figure? 

 

MR PENNY:  Probably not, because we have got 84 and 20 percent, that is 

about 17 heavy goods vehicles per hour. 5 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Thank you.  Now during the MAIL Hearing you 

gave evidence before the Panel that the heavy vehicles should be 

prevented from accessing the MAIL site through Avonhead Road, 

which is a residential collector road to warrant safety and amenity and 10 

efficiency issues for residents and road users.  Now, do you recollect 

that? 

 

  [11.35 am] 

 15 

MR PENNY:   I recollect my evidence and I confirm I have a concern with the 

effect of heavy vehicles on Avonhead Road, particularly the amenity, 

but I did not suggest that it would be practical to prohibit trucks from 

using that road.  

 20 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Thank you.  Now what is your view about heavy 

vehicles using local roads like Hawthornden and Westgrove then 

Kedleston Drive and western part of Merrin Street, as expert you can 

give us some advice? 

 25 

MR PENNY:   What was the second road? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  The first is Hawthornden, second is West Grove 

Avenue coming out of Hawthornden - - - 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Just interrupt a little bit.  From your point of view, do you 

see that there would be a difference between that and your earlier 

question in terms of effects that you are leading to there, just so we 

avoid repeating evidence.  

 35 

 So in asking this question, is there something about those streets that 

you can assist the witness with to answer the question, in other words 

in light of these things do you think your opinion is different or 

whatever, because otherwise it will just be repeated evidence.  Do you 

want to have another go at your question?  I am not going to stop it, 40 

just to make sure we go forward on it. 

 

MR PENNY:   Right, sir.  We actually said the impact on these streets will be 

divided because it is just not Merrin Street, so that is why we wanted - - 

- 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well why don’t you put that to the witness and 

see what happens, all right? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, sir.   

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So by all means ask the question.  

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Sir, am I permitted to proceed with the same 

question? 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, you are. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  What would be the impact on these four streets 

Hawthornden, West Grove, Kedleston Drive and western part of 

Merrin Street? 15 

 

MR PENNY:   Right, I think first of all Westgrove is sort of a loop road 

between Hawthornden and Merrin Street, I don’t see traffic generated 

by this site using that for access, and particularly trucks. If there wasn’t 

enough for parking provided on the site that might be a different issue.  20 

In terms of Hawthornden, I think I have already answered that 

question. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 25 

MR PENNY:  The section of Merrin Street, west of Withells Road, I think 

there was some issues there also in terms of amenity, and Kedleston is 

the extension of Hawthornden Road, which winds around and heads off 

south.  In some evidence given previously, maybe Mr Clark’s, there 

was a possibility of a wraparound of traffic through Kedleston and on 30 

and down and coming out onto State Highway 1 at Bedley (ph 3.46), 

so if that occurs then again the effect on the amenity of Kedleston 

would be an issue for me.   

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Thank you, sir.  Now I am coming to the other 35 

aspect, like do you think that the rate of traffic on a local resident street 

is comfortable to the traffic on the (INDISTINCT 4.08) of a multilane 

urban arterial road? 

 

MR PENNY:  I saw the transcript on that. I think by “rate” you mean capacity? 40 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Capacity.  

 

MR PENNY:   No, I don’t think they are the same at all.   

 45 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, thank you.   
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MR PENNY:   But I should add, I do not think capacity is an issue here.   

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  So in fact before I asked that question, you have 

already discussed that you do not believe that an eight metre local road 5 

like Hawthornden Road can have car parks on both sides. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   He has already answered that before. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Already answered so I am not repeating that 10 

question, so it has actually been answered, sir. 

 

 Now, do you think the same way, in both side parking and the heavy 

vehicles negotiating the same road what would be the consequence.? 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, what do you think? 

 

  [11.40 am] 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sir, that is what I am asking from this question. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   The trucks would stop and one would move to one side or 

one – I mean, some of those things are just matters that we can figure 

for ourselves but perhaps ask the witness whether there is anything 

from a traffic engineering perspective that can help us understand that.   25 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, so what am I trying to find out?  That the 

consequence means, suppose a cyclist is going - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 30 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   - - - and a truck, heavy truck - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 35 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   - - - and both sides cars. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So safety dimensions. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Safety measures. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, well put that to the witness. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, yes, I’m coming to that, Sir.   

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, come to it when you like but that’s relevant. 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, Sir.  So, like, supply trucks are moving on the 

road and the school students are negotiating the same road in the 

morning.  What could be the consequence? 

 5 

MR PENNY:  Well, I think we’ve got a situation, it’s not uncommon.  A 

situation where cyclists have to share the road, there are no cycle lanes 

on this road, there will not be any cycle lanes on this road.  Therefore, 

we have a situation of care, responsibility on the drivers, these roads, 

obviously if there are a high number of cyclists, although I’m not aware 10 

of there being a very high number of cyclists on this road, obviously 

the safety issue is more of a concern. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   All right, thank you.  In fact, you have addressed my 

next question also in one.  Thank you, sir.  Now, last two questions.  15 

Do you believe any mitigation is possible as far as these traffic issues 

are concerned in accessing area 3 east if an ODP is developed in future 

date? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Can I just clarify that before you, because there is a matter 20 

of interest for the Panel.  Do you mean an outline development plan, ie 

ODP for just this particular land or - - - 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   No, Sir, the whole land. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Whole land, Sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  You understand? 30 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes.  In terms of mitigation the only aspect that I can think of 

would be widening of Hawthornden Road.  You wouldn’t necessarily 

widen Merrin Street, it’s already quite wide, but widening 

Hawthornden Road would be of some assistance from a safety point of 35 

view.  From an amenity point of view, probably not. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now Professor, when this witness says “from an amenity 

point of view”, just so that you understand it, he is answering it from an 

expert witness involved just on traffic matters. 40 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   “Amenity” is a word that can extend into other topics as 

well that this witness isn’t qualified for. 45 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So that’s how you should understand his answer. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, Sir. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   I understood that, Sir, thank you.  And is there any 

other access to area 3 possible other than from Hawthornden Road, if 10 

this regulation goes ahead? 

 

MR PENNY:   I don’t believe so, other than – I don’t see any other roads being 

constructed from the south, the north or the east.  So the only other 

alternative would be to access it off the state highway, and as I think 15 

the Panel has already heard, the only place really to access the state 

highway is the loop road 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right sir, so no more questions, sir, thank you. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Professor. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Cleary. 25 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR CLEARY [11.44 am] 

 

MR CLEARY:   Thank you, Sir.  Good morning, Mr Penny. 

 30 

MR PENNY:   Morning. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Just very briefly, as I understand your evidence in total raises 

two issues, the first one was the issue of cumulative effects from the 

rezoning on the state highway network and essentially your opinion, as 35 

you put in your rebuttal, is that those cumulative effects are relatively 

small. 

 

MR PENNY:   That’s correct. 

 40 

MR CLEARY:   Paragraph 6 of your rebuttal. 

 

MR PENNY:   That’s correct, yes. 
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MR CLEARY:   Okay, and if I take you to the expert conferencing statement 

of 24 September, and it’s attached to your rebuttal evidence.  Not sure 

there’s a date on your rebuttal evidence but - - - 

 

MR PENNY:   No, I’ve got it. 5 

 

MR CLEARY:   You’ve got it in front of you and there’s the conferencing 

statement, 24 September, second page, third bullet point down and all 

the experts agree that the critical matter is whether it’s possible to 

achieve an access from the loop road in a manner which meets 10 

appropriate guidelines and standards.  That’s correct? 

 

  [11.45 am] 

 

MR PENNY:   Correct. 15 

 

MR CLEARY:   And, perhaps, you were here when I asked Mr Clark for 

NZTA whether or not the design produced by Mr Carr met those 

guidelines and standards. Do you accept that Mr Clark accepted that the 

design produced by Mr Carr met the appropriate guidelines and 20 

standards? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And what is the question? 

 

MR CLEARY:   Do you agree with Mr Clark? 25 

 

MR PENNY:   I am not 100 percent convinced at this point because the final 

detailed design has not been done.  Mr Carr has done the best he can 

with the available information and I believe from that that the 

guidelines and standards could be met.  I’m not convinced they are at 30 

the moment but they possibly could be. 

 

MR CLEARY:   But you have actually set out nowhere in your evidence as to 

where it might or might not meet those standards? 

 35 

MR PENNY:   Well, there is one aspect in that regard.  If - I’m not sure which 

document, maybe the rebuttal statement of Mr Carr in his figure 8.  

Again it comes back to my comment that it could be met but it is not in 

the design which Mr Carr has produced. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It is on the screen.  It’s figure 8. 

 

MR PENNY:   If we look at the chevron markings for the right turn from the 

loop road into the access road, and we go back from the right turn bay, 

there’s a solid median proposed which goes right around the loop road 45 

out onto the expressway.  Now that’s a reflection of the fact that this 
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road is pretty tight, this bend is rather tight and it’s to minimum 

standards and to help that, they’ve put this barrier in to prevent possibly 

trucks, cars, whatever, entering onto the other side of the loop road, the 

traffic that’s heading to the south. 

 5 

 Now this design would have to be modified because that barrier is in 

the deceleration lane for that right turn lane.  So that barrier would need 

to be moved further to the east, therefore, the lane of the loop road 

heading south would have to be moved further to the east.  Now I’m 

assuming that that, well, I don’t know but I suspect that that dashed line 10 

is the designation but there is a slip road in there at the moment.   

 

 If the road servicing the properties to the south, which was hard up 

against the loop road in the current design, if you rezoned this land, that 

access to that property would have to be further into the site.  So you 15 

didn’t have an intersection immediately adjacent to the loop road 

intersection.  Therefore, it would need to be outside the designation 

then the whole loop road could move closer to the edge of that 

designation.   

 20 

 So, what I’m saying is it could be designed but what we have at the 

moment – because we haven’t had a full detailed design done, which is 

a bit of a surprise to me to be honest, because I don’t think there’s been 

a full detailed design done of the scheme – I’m not criticising Mr Carr, 

I’m saying I don’t think there’s a full detailed design done of the loop 25 

road itself, as it was originally proposed.  Anyway, that was, sorry, a 

long qualification. 

 

MR CLEARY:   That’s a very long qualification. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, you asked the question, Mr Cleary, and it’s helpful 

for us to understand it. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Yes, indeed, indeed.  So essentially you are saying that it 

could be designed as safe and it’s what you’ve said in your most recent 35 

statement or agreed statement is that the access could be designed to 

provide adequate safety and efficiency. 

 

  [11.50 am] 

 40 

MR PENNY:  Without being definitive, I believe I’ve been a little bit 

cautionary in saying that. 

 

MR CLEARY:   And there’s a process isn’t there, Mr Penny, whereby the final 

design is audited.  I think Mr Carr referred to it and Mr Clark referred 45 
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to it as a full safety audit of the final design.  That process is in place is 

it not? 

 

MR PENNY:   That’s correct but then again there is a pre-construction safety 

audit that should be done as well and it’s missed a lot of this stuff. 5 

 

MR CLEARY:   The loop road itself? 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes, and the lack of a right turn lane for the original access so 

you know, safety audit is not always perfect. 10 

 

MR CLEARY:   Okay.  So the original design didn’t provide for that 

right-hand turn where it should have provided? 

 

MR PENNY:   In my opinion, yes. 15 

 

MR CLEARY:  Yes, okay, all right.  But the full safety audit of the final 

design, that’s undertaken independently of the Council or NZTA, it’s 

essentially independent of all the parties, is it not? 

 20 

MR PENNY:   Absolutely, as would have been the safety audit done on the 

original design. 

 

MR CLEARY:  Okay, all right. There was just, I think, it’s a final question, 

Mr Penny, in terms of that right-hand turn lane, Mr Clark accepted that 25 

that was in accordance with the appropriate design standard. 

 

MR PENNY:  Well, he is not 100 percent correct because it was a safety 

barrier.   

 30 

MR CLEARY:   And there was some discussion about HGV vehicles, I don’t 

know whether you read that from the transcript, occupying that 

right-hand bay, shall we say.  Did you read that, it’s in the transcript? 

 

MR PENNY:   In fact, I seem to recall I was here when Mr Clark gave 35 

evidence and I recall that and I don’t have a problem with that.  That, 

from scaling from Mr Carr’s drawings, that right-turn bay is 20 metres 

long, the taper of the chevron coming in is 20 metres long, that is 

adequate to accommodate a long vehicle but you do need to have the 

barrier moved so the vehicle can come in decelerating on the chevron 40 

to get into that position. 

 

MR CLEARY:   And that can be addressed at final design. 

 

MR PENNY:   I believe it can. 45 
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MR CLEARY:   But just in terms of, I suppose, the frequency of HGV 

vehicles, I wonder, you were involved with the MAIL hearing, you 

were quite heavily involved with that, and Mr Carr was asked some 

questions and this is at page 326 of the MAIL transcript I have asked… 

 5 

 There’s a question where Mr Carr’s response I would have thought that 

at the peak hours, which is what we’re talking about, the number of 

heavy vehicles will be quite small and the reason for that is because 

most heavy vehicle operators have the option to avoid travelling in the 

peak hours and so they don’t. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Sorry, where’s that?  Just trying to find that here. 

 

MR CLEARY:   I thought it was 326.  Oh. 

 15 

MR PENNY:   I remember him saying that in any event. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Yes, yes, my apologies I thought I had the.  Okay, so - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Could you put the question again, Mr Cleary. 20 

 

MR CLEARY:   So essentially Mr Carr was saying that the operators of heavy 

goods vehicles have the option to avoid the peak hours and that’s 

essentially what they do. 

 25 

MR PENNY:   Well, when I mentioned 20 percent before for an Industrial 

zone, that was from a survey conducted between 4.30 and 5.30 on 

Sir James Wattie Drive off Shands Road which is purely industrial but 

it does have warehouses, it does have distribution operators and that 

was the result, the 20 percent.  So while that may be true for a retail 30 

centre, for example, where a truck driver would avoid doing its 

deliveries in the peak hour hopefully, when you’ve got an Industrial 

zone where people have to return their truck to this depot or whatever, 

these things happen during the peak hour.  And that’s what the survey 

data shows. 35 

 

MR CLEARY:   Okay, no more questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you, Mr Cleary.  Ms Dawson? 

 40 

  [11.55 am] 

 

MS DAWSON:   Hello, Mr Penny, thank you.  I wonder if we could have up 

on the screen again the, I think it’s page 19 of the QTP report attached 

to Mr Milne’s evidence-in-chief, and that Mr Penny talked to at the end 45 

of his summary.  That’s it, thank you.   
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 You were struggling, Mr Penny, to read the numbers on this plan, as I 

can understand, but from the one that I’m looking at, both in my hand 

and on the screen, in terms of adding up the daily numbers, there seems 

to be a 200 on, I think it’s Westgrove Road that Professor Bagchi 5 

pointed you to. 

 

MR PENNY:   I’m hoping that’s not right, I’m hoping that’s just the plot on 

Hawthornden Road.  You see how the other 200 further along 

Hawthornden Road is in a similar location?  I think that’s just the way 10 

the computer plots it. I’m hoping that’s the case. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Because I think we have had evidence from someone that 

there’s potential for that to be used as a way of getting round to 

Withells Road I think it is, isn’t it? 15 

 

MR PENNY:   I don’t see why though.  Sorry, are you asking the question? 

 

MS DAWSON:   So I may be wrong but you are saying that it’s unlikely that 

even light vehicles would use that as a little rat run? 20 

 

MR PENNY:  Yes, if you came out the driveway where the main flow is 

showing, you wouldn’t turn left, turn right, wind your way round that 

residential street and then have to turn left into Merrin Street again.  

Oh, it is still 400 isn’t it? 25 

 

MS DAWSON:   It says there’s 400 one way, 200 the other, 200 potentially on 

that little road and a missing 100, isn’t there? 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes, but I’m pretty confident that that 200 is not on that little 30 

road because what computer programs do is they plot a volume on each 

link and they would take that between the driveway coming out from 

the zone and the Westgrove as a link and they’d want to put a number 

on that and I’m pretty sure that’s, what that 200 is. 

 35 

MS DAWSON:   Okay, but what you were saying to us before that means 

there’s still 300 vehicles missing somewhere. 

 

MR PENNY:   Exactly. 

 40 

MS DAWSON:   I was wondering whether there was only 100 but there’s - - - 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes, no. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, but - - - 45 
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MR PENNY:   Well, it’s a nice idea but I don’t think you’re correct. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, no, that’s fine, I understand that.  It just means 

there’s still 300 vehicles going somewhere. 

 5 

MR PENNY:   Yes, well I think it would be nice to have a clarification on this 

because it could mean that we’ve got 300 more heading to 

Roydvale Avenue and Memorial Avenue, for example, or 100 more 

going that way and 200 more going down - - -  

 10 

MS DAWSON:   Withells Road, say. 

 

MR PENNY:   - - - well, yes, Merrin Street or even further. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Merrin, I mean, yes.  All right, thank you, thank you for 15 

clarifying that for me.  Now turning back to the questions you have 

been discussing about sort of overall access to the site.  If it was 

assumed or taken that the identification of this area as a whole, the 

whole of this north west area 3, which I think is 30 something hectares 

altogether, the identification of it in the Regional Policy Statement 20 

meant that at some stage prior to 2028 it’s more likely than not to be 

developed for business purposes, provided adequate infrastructure can 

be sorted out and in this case, access can be sorted out. 

 

 If we took that as a presumption, if you, as a traffic engineer and 25 

transport agency engineer, I mean, how do you think that that could be 

achieved?  What sort of, not worrying too much about the different 

funding programmes or anything like that, how would that be, is it 

possible for that to be achieved in a way that’s safe, deals with amenity 

issues in local areas, deals with efficiency on the state highway, those 30 

sorts of things we need to take into account? 

 

MR PENNY:   Right.  Under PC83 there was an attempt made to look at that.  

And what they did was to adopt a very indirect road network within 

area 3.  So rather than having a road coming straight through from the 35 

loop road to Hawthornden Road, they had a road that came in from the 

loop road and then they had a road that went north and west and north 

and came out onto Avonhead Road opposite the back of the MAIL site. 

 

  [12.00 pm] 40 

 

 And the idea of that was to avoid the one thing that everybody seems to 

agree about, that you do not want to have a through road directly from 

the loop road to Hawthornden Road because quite a large amount of 

traffic, not just from Dakota Park, but also from the south tends to use 45 
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it as a rat run, and that would load – and it’s in QTP’s report shown on 

page 21, figure 6.11.   

 

 So it shows the effect of having a direct through road, so a lot of traffic 

from Dakota Park, for example, ends up heading down Merrin Street 5 

and onto Grahams Road et cetera.   

 

 Previous modelling has shown that you tend to also get traffic from the 

south on the State Highway even using that road to access that area, 

because there is no way to get into that area north of Yaldhurst Road 10 

otherwise.   

 

 So that is the concern that I think all the experts have agreed on in this 

matter.  Going back to the PC83 example, whether that would actually 

work in practise I am not very sure, because for example if we looked 15 

at the east area that we are thinking of under the submission, I mean 

you could still have separate access, I suppose, to Hawthornden Road 

but if that was decided not to and that it should have access on this, it is 

a very indirect route to get traffic to that site and there would be other 

sites affected like that. So to avoid the through-traffic problem you are 20 

making things very inefficient. 

 

 So that was one issue and you asked about mitigation.  Issues of 

mitigation, because it just adds to an expected problem, even with the 

flyover at Memorial Avenue, even with removal of Wairakei Road 25 

roundabout, even with widening Harewood Road roundabout et cetera, 

everybody agrees that the western  corridor is going to have some 

problems going further forward.   

 

 More development on this site is going to add to that and bring forward 30 

the need for that to be upgraded and I think we talked about it in the 

MAIL Hearing what those solutions might be.  There was aspects of a 

western bypass around the back of the airport, there was getting rid of 

the Harewood Road roundabout and putting an interchange at 

Sawyers Arms Road.  These things are not confirmed, they are not on 35 

the books.  They have been looked at, however. 

 

 So those are the sort of things that you can do to accommodate this 

traffic going forward, and as I mentioned at the MAIL site, the airport 

is planning and assisting with those forms of mitigation.   40 

 

 Nobody seems to have a solution yet for Yaldhurst Road/Russley Road 

intersection, but there has got to be a solution to that if you cannot get 

enough traffic off to Pound Road and using the Pound Road bypass.   

 45 
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 So coming back to – it’s an immediate access issue, I guess, if you 

rezoned all of area 3, because the amenity issue for Hawthornden Road 

if you had even more traffic coming onto that.  If you try to avoid that 

by having a road, say, to Avonhead Road, well, we have got the 

overhead road issue with Mark, which I have given evidence about, I 5 

think 9,000 vehicles per day on that, without area 3, which tends to 

push you back to access via the loop road as possibly being the 

solution.   

 

 So I still have a concern about that from a safety point of view, because 10 

you are on a loop off an expressway, you don’t really expect to find an 

intersection halfway round that loop, the environment just does not 

look right for that, so that is an auxiliary technical term.   

 

 But to then have a lot of traffic coming out of that, and I have not gone 15 

back through Plan Change 83 to see what the incremental number is, 

but you mentioned an area, didn’t you? 

 

  [12.05 pm] 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   I think it is over 30 hectares. 

 

MR PENNY:   Compared with what we have got at the moment of 11. 

 

MS DAWSON:   11, yes, that is right. 25 

 

MR PENNY:   So we are doubling.  

 

MR …………:   Tripling.  

 30 

MR PENNY:   Well, no, because the thought was to be in Hawthornden Road 

at the moment. 

 

MS DAWSON:   That is right, so it’s tripling. 

 35 

MR PENNY:   Tripling. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So that was going to be another one of my questions, is 

whether, if you looked at the design that Mr Carr has adapted from the 

current design for that loop road, which is only to a rural crossing 40 

place.  In your opinion, would that design need to be looked at even 

further if it was going to take the traffic from an area three times as 

big? 

 

MR PENNY:   Well, again, I have not done the analysis with those higher 45 

traffic volumes but I would expect that the right turn bay would need to 
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be long.  I mean you would certainly have to get rid of the barrier, so 

remove the barrier out of the deceleration and taper.   

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes.  

 5 

MR PENNY:   But you may need to make the right turn lane longer as well, 

which means that the deceleration is all happening a bit sooner.  And I 

know Mr Clark expressed concern.  Well, there is two deceleration 

issues going on here, there is one getting vehicles on expressway down 

to a slow enough speed that they get round the loop in the first place, 10 

and then there is the deceleration from that to stopping for the right 

turn.  And that is starting to all get a bit tight.   

 

 I am not saying it couldn’t be done but I know Mr Clark had some real 

concerns about it.  But to my mind those concerns exist anyway in 15 

terms of getting around the bend of the loop in the first place and 

whether there is enough deceleration to get them down to that speed.  I 

am now more concerned about getting them down from negotiation 

speed for the bend to stopping for the right turn and doing that clear in 

following traffic. 20 

 

 It all starts to get a bit tight, it is all starting to happen with more traffic 

in an area where you don’t expect an intersection and I think if that was 

the case you might have to look at a complete redesign of this thing, 

and that you may have a road going through the underpass, straight 25 

ahead into area 3 and the loop road coming in, with a better loop, and 

coming into it - - - 

 

MS DAWSON:   A normal sort of loop access. 

 30 

MR PENNY:   Yes, and cutting into an intersection with the extension of the 

underpart. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Because the loop road design, as far it has been designed, is 

on the presumption, as I understand it from Mr Clark’s evidence, that it 35 

is a rural access for existing rural properties, sort of like a crossing 

point off the loop road. 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 40 

MS DAWSON:   So then Mr Carr’s taken that and he has done his best, as you 

said to “up-design” that for 11 hectares.  So what I am interested in and 

you have assisted us with this, what sort of thinking would need to go 

on if actually this location needed to provide for the whole of northwest 

area 3 in conjunction with, or in absence of accesses to other roads, 45 

such as Hawthornden restricted to Hawthornden or even to Avonhead. 
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MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And your answer is, well it could need a rethink? 

 5 

MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes.  So can I take in summary that the access to this area is 

difficult to provide a solution that deals with all the problems around 

about. 10 

 

MR PENNY:   I think most civil engineers would tell you there is always a 

solution but from where we are sitting now it is difficult. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes and some thinking is needed. 15 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Thank you.  That is all my questions, thank you, Mr Penny. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Cleary, the matters just traversed pertain to the 

questions that the Panel had of Mr Carr, and so if you intended to ask 

any questions arising, you are entitled to have Mr Carr with you for 

those.  I thought I would let you now given he’s down the back of the 

room.  25 

 

MR CLEARY:   I didn’t realise he was here.  Can I confer with him? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, by all means, we will pause while you do that and I 

will notify the Panel members.   30 

 

MR ……….:  Sir, can I suggest that somebody might like to do something 

about this screen, it is very, very bad. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Are you having trouble, you can’t actually - - - 35 

 

  [12.10 pm] 

 

MR PENNY:   Well, I had hoped it would be a little better than that. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay, all right, well I didn’t realise. 

 

MR PENNY:   I keep looking at yours.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, that might be why I’ve seen the witnesses do that all 45 

the time. 
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MR PENNY:   Yeah. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Could the Hearings Manager take that message back and 

see if the technical people can look at it at the next break, perhaps we’ll 5 

see if that can be done. It probably can’t be done for the evidence 

today, but that’s good to know. Thanks, Mr Cleary. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Could I just, two questions? 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, not at this point, but I just wanted to let you know in 

advance because I saw him sitting there and I thought you might be 

thinking of some notes for questioning, if you had any you are 

welcome to have Mr Carr with you, just as we’ve been doing through 

the hearing. 15 

 

MR CLEARY:   Much obliged. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, Ms Huria. 

 20 

MS HURIA:   No, Mr Penny’s answers to Ms Dawson’s questions answered 

mine. Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASAN:   Yes, thank you.  

 25 

MR WILLIS:  Yes, I agree, Ms Dawson’s questions really answered my issues. 

Perhaps just one, Mr Penny. I think it was the evidence, and I will 

check the transcript, but I believe it was evidence of Mr Carr that it 

wasn’t an unusual scenario to see developments served off a loop road 

like this, would that be your opinion? 30 

 

MR PENNY:   I can’t think of any examples of a loop road being used for 

access. There are examples where ramps to expressway interchanges do 

have accesses also but it’s a bit unusual in this particular configuration.  

 35 

MR WILLIS:   Thank you. So what you’re saying is, I take it from a traffic 

engineering point of view this wouldn’t be the kind of first design 

option you would come to if you were thinking of servicing a 

30 hectare industrial development on the western side? 

 40 

MR PENNY:   No, on the eastern side, as I said to Ms Dawson, I think you 

would seriously look at a different configuration and the advantage of, 

thinking a little bit more about the answer, the advantage of having the 

underpass road going straight ahead is that the right turn lane, you’ve 

then got quite a lot of extra distance to decelerate into it and to provide 45 

a longer right turn lane. You’ve got some problems in terms of levels. 
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MR WILLIS:  Okay. And what, in terms of being able to maybe, but the ability 

to retrofit a solution to this at some later point, is that a viable option? 

 

MR PENNY:   Provided somebody doesn’t put a building in the way.  5 

 

MR WILLIS:   Planners and engineers can do anything. 

 

MR PENNY:   Yeah, even knock buildings down, we’ve knocked the building 

down at the airport to build the interchange so. 10 

 

MR WILLIS:   Yes, okay, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So Ms Dawson has also covered the matters I attested 

with Mr Clark and Mr Carr, so I will just test if there’s any questions 15 

arising from that. Mr Cleary? 

 

MR CLEARY:   Two very quick questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Well, actually, just so I do it in the right order, I should ask 20 

Professor Bagchi first, just any questions arising from the Panel’s 

questioning, you may not have any, but if you do? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sir, I just wanted to clarify that Ms Dawson was 

looking for the total area is 35.4 hectares.  25 

 

MS DAWSON:   Thank you very much. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: Yes, thank you, Professor. That’s very helpful.  Mr Cleary? 

 30 

<RE-EXAMINATION BY MR CLEARY [12.13 pm] 

 

MR CLEARY:   In terms of the comments you say, I think it’s in response to 

the question from Commissioner Dawson, I think you talked about 

access not being expected, is it possible to have some measures in 35 

place, such as signage for example, to alert people using the loop road 

that there is an intersection ahead, and this signage will say, for 

example, intersection 200 metres ahead? 

 

MR PENNY:   Yes, that is totally possible, but given the issues Mr Clark has 40 

eluded to, I think there’s going to be quite a lot of signage on the 

deceleration coming into this loop, there’s going to be road markings, 

chevron markings at different spaces trying to slow people down, 

there’s going to be all sorts of things going on and a sign is possible, 

but just adding an intersection into this environment I don’t think is a 45 

perfect solution. 
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MR CLEARY:   You do say that a solution could be designed that was safe and 

efficient, that is your evidence, Mr Penny. 

 

MR PENNY:   There is no problem with efficiency, I am saying that there is a 5 

design that could be achieved to the standards, I am not saying that I 

believe that that will be totally safe, safety is a relative thing anyway.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Cleary, occasionally you take the mode of putting a 

statement to the witness, as you just did, the problem with that is that 10 

the witness is left to guess what you are actually asking and then the 

answer comes from that, particularly in re-examination I would like 

you to be a bit more careful about that please and make sure you’re 

putting questions that arise from the Panel’s questions, not 

propositions. 15 

 

  [12.15 pm] 

 

MR CLEARY:   Yes. So is it your evidence, Mr Penny, that there is nothing 

that would preclude safe and efficient access to the development of the 20 

land sought by my client? 

 

MR PENNY:   I believe that from what we know at this point a design could be 

produced which satisfied design standards. I still have, in spite of that, 

concerns about safety because of wider effects, the impression of this 25 

general environment.  

 

MR CLEARY:   No more questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Cleary. Any re-examination?  30 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   No. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Thank you, Ms Appleyard. Thank you, Mr Penny, for your 

help. You are free to go. All right, so we are a little bit ahead of 35 

schedule, we have got plenty of time, so Ms Appleyard, perhaps we’ll 

just call Mr Bonis in, he’s here. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:  Thank you, Sir. 

 40 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.16 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will just see how we go, if it’s getting close to time 

we will take the recess before cross-examination. 

 45 
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<MATTHEW WILLIAM BONIS, affirmed [12.17 pm] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MS APPLEYARD [12.17 pm] 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Do you confirm that your full name is Matthew William 

Bonis? 

 5 

MR BONIS:   It is. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   You are an Associate at Planz Consultants? 

 

MR BONIS:   I am. 10 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   You have the qualifications and experience set out in 

paragraph 3 of your statement of evidence? 

 

MR BONIS:   That is correct. 15 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Could I ask you to confirm that your statement of 

evidence, dated 17 September 2015, is true and correct to the best of 

your knowledge? 

 20 

MR BONIS:   It is. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you. Now, you have a summary that you wish to 

provide to the Panel. 

 25 

MR BONIS:   Yes, I do, with the Panel’s permission, I have had less coffee 

than I had last time, so it should be a bit slower. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Now, you are reading it, so can I just ask you to go 

slowly because the Panel is not. 30 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Thank you. 

 35 

MR BONIS:   I wish to address three matters in summation. Firstly, at 

paragraphs 13-15 of my evidence-in-chief identified that in both the 

Industrial General and also the Industrial Park Zones as may be applied 

under these proceedings, sensitive activities to airport operations are 

deemed non-complying activities. That was covered by counsel this 40 

morning. 

 

 Accordingly, and I don’t understand there to be any challenge to those 

matters at all raised by any of the parties, accordingly, in terms of 

matters of reverse sensitivity and amenity from airport operations I 45 
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confirm that there are no matters that would preclude rezoning that is 

sought by any of the parties. 

 

 At paragraphs 19-31 of my evidence-in-chief I set out my 

considerations relating to the proposed Industrial Park, Wairakei Road 5 

Zone, and acknowledge the constraints in terms of wastewater as set 

out by Ms O’Brien for the Council and matters relating to transport 

capacity as set out by Mr Milne. 

 

 I understood from Council evidence that issues relating to transport as 10 

outlined by Mr Milne are acceptable, including development being 

subject to staging for intersection upgrades, and they are rules 

16.4.6.1.2 NC4, and matters relating to wastewater restrictions are also 

included in the provisions, 16.4.6.1.2 non-complying status 3 and 5. 

That included the CIAL relief seeking monitoring of discharges from 15 

the Council’s network. 

 

 Paragraphs 32-39 set out my considerations in terms of northwest Area 

3. That area is identified as a Priority Greenfield Area in Map A of the 

Regional Policy Statement, Zoned Rural Urban Fringe through the 20 

Proposed District Plan, and is the subject of submissions from Wilson 

et al, 2278, and Equus, 2183. 

 

  [12.20 pm] 

 25 

 I conclude in my evidence that given an absence of an ODP is required 

by policy 633 of the RPS, likely infrastructure constraints as relevant to 

policy 635, clause 2, of the RPS, and the requirement of the rezoning to 

meet anticipated demand is outlined in the evidence of Mr Osborne for 

the Council, but it would not give effect to RPS objective 6224. The 30 

Council’s notified zoning was the more appropriate in my view. 

 

 From a planning perspective, issues of transport and indeed wider 

infrastructure integration are subject to RPS policy 6352 as identified in 

my evidence-in-chief. This policy reflects RPS objective 621, clause 9 35 

and 11, which seek to integrate infrastructure and services with land 

use development and optimise the use of existing infrastructure.  

 

 Strategic Directions objective 337, clause 1, which seeks to promote 

the efficient and effective provision and use of infrastructure and clause 40 

J which seeks to coordinate the nature, timing and sequencing of new 

development with the funding, implementation and operation of 

necessary transport and infrastructure. 
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 Sir, that was conveyed at paragraphs 29-30 of my MAIL evidence in 

quite some detail, and I’ve just taken the point and the direction from 

the Court not to repeat evidence in trying to convey that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you. 5 

 

MR BONIS:  My evidence was drafted in the absence of the transport evidence 

of Mr Clark for the Crown and the evidence-in-chief and rebuttal 

evidence of Mr Carr for submitter 2278.  

 10 

 I now understand that the position of the transport witnesses is that 

submission 2278, that’s the connection to Russley Road, will have a 

minor cumulative effect on the wider network and from the immediate 

access way to expressway loop ramp. As outlined in the evidence of 

Mr Carr, I understand that access can be designed to meet the 15 

appropriate standards, but in the opinion of Mr Penny, and he’s just 

outlined that again, it is out of context on the expressway loop ramp. 

Mr Clark is more strongly opposed. 

 

 In terms of Equus Trust, Mr Penny has advised opposition to a through 20 

route to Russley Road, but its own development of this block would 

only have minor cumulative network effects, but would generate 

localised effects on the use of Hawthornden Road as an existing 

residential street.  

 25 

 I understand in terms of wastewater Ms O’Brien states in her evidence-

in-chief at paragraph 8.2 that she cannot support the rezoning on the 

basis of existing capacity constraints. She identifies at paragraphs 4.2 

and 4.3 of her rebuttal evidence that whilst this Priority Greenfield 

Area will be included in the Council’s wastewater modelling, 30 

discharges from this site will not be able to occur until the Upper 

Riccarton wastewater interceptor is in place, which is not identified in 

the 2015-2025 Council LTP. 

 

 Mr Hall for Wilson et al has identified that constraint at paragraph 29 35 

of his evidence-in-chief, but I understand in the transcript that he 

identified that there may be a limited window of capacity, dependent on 

modelling. 

 

 Mr O’Neill, in relation to questions from counsel, indicated that the 40 

Upper Riccarton works weren’t within the 2015-2025, and sort of 

indicated that that capacity then wouldn’t be provided post 2025 for 

this particular site. 

 

 So, sir, the point that I am making is, accordingly, even under the 45 

principles identified in Ms Harte’s evidence, and if you recall there’s an 
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ODP and a sort of set of guiding principles attached to it, in relation to 

wastewater she has identified that there is a constraint on development 

until the Upper Riccarton works are brought forward. Accordingly, 

development on the block would not appear to be able to occur post 

2025 at the earliest under those principles.  5 

 

 Ms Harte has provided rebuttal evidence which helpfully includes a 

partial ODP for the Wilson owned land of Area 3, however in my view 

this falls short of the requirements of the Regional Policy Statement, 

policy 633, specifically clause 1A, which in my view requires a 10 

fulsome ODP for the whole of the Priority Area. It also falls short of 

those clauses of the policy that require an associated suite of rules and 

clauses 6, 7, 10 and 12 are relevant in that context.  

 

 At paragraph 34 of my evidence-in-chief, I have acknowledged the 15 

evidence of Mr Osborne for Council, where he concludes that the 

urbanisation of this area to meet anticipated industrial demand is not 

necessary, given the supply and demand characteristics of Christchurch 

till 2028. This disputed by Mr Young for the submitters, but regardless 

the apparent absence of wastewater infrastructure would mean that 20 

even if this area was zoned as Industrial/General the site would 

unlikely be able to be brought to the market until the very end or 

beyond the life of the District Plan that is now being considered. 

 

  [12.25 pm] 25 

 

 So in summary, matters relating to resolving the ODP associated 

provisions and constraints associated with infrastructure could be 

progressed to provide greater clarity and certainty. In my view as a 

planning witness I can’t see those with enough clarity to provide 30 

significant direction to this Panel to recommend that the Zoning would 

occur. 

 

 The manner in which they could be resolved may also provide greater 

clarity and certainty as to how the area, subject to the submissions, may 35 

or could be developed as a cohesive whole with the remainder of the 

Priority Greenfield Area in providing an integrated approach to 

Greenfield Priority Areas located near Christchurch Airport, which was 

the LURP action 24. 

 40 

 However, I am not of the view that the current proposals are the more 

appropriate in giving effect to the RPS being consistent with the LURP 

actions in achieving Strategic Directions objectives. 

 

 I am happy to answer any questions. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well we will take the morning recess now and 

have Mr Cleary’s cross-examination at 12.45 pm. 

 

ADJOURNED [12.26 pm] 

 5 

RESUMED [12.45 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, Mr Cleary. 

 

MR CLEARY:   There’s nobody else to go before me? 10 

 

MR LESLIE:   Sir, if I may, sorry, just to interrupt.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I didn’t have you on the list. 

 15 

MR LESLIE:   No, I do not wish to ask any questions, I was just wondering if 

it would be of assistance to the Panel to provide an updated version of 

the figure in the document appended to Mr Milne’s evidence-in-chief 

that has that discrepancy in it in terms of the – sorry, the timing of this 

comment might not be ideal, but - - - 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Have you shown it to Ms Appleyard and Mr Cleary? I 

don’t think we’ll have it in at the moment, perhaps at the next break, by 

all means have a discussion with counsel about whatever it is you want 

to put in and depending on how you go, we can deal with it. 25 

 

MR LESLIE:   Okay. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But obviously subject to those discussions. 

 30 

MR LESLIE:   Yes, thank you, Sir. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Sir, I think it would be slightly remiss of me to point out my 

concerns about what has just occurred in terms of the summary of 

Mr Bonis’ evidence effectively being twice the length of this, is that 35 

evidence-in-chief and introducing a whole raft of matters that he hasn’t 

referred to in his evidence-in-chief, I won’t take it any further than that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Well, perhaps we could talk about that. So it is permissible 

and appropriate though, isn’t it, for an expert that has, subsequent to 40 

their evidence being prepared, learnt of further evidence that has come 

in before the Panel to comment by way of supplementary on those 

matters.  

 

MR CLEARY:   Yes. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   I mean, and in some ways that’s more consistent with the 

code of conduct than inconsistent, and counsel is entitled to put to a 

witness those matters in evidence-in-chief or when they call them, as is 

the normal practice. Is your concern that any of those supplementary 

matters were not of that nature or is it that you need more time before 5 

we ask you to cross-examine, in which case we can give it to you. 

 

MR CLEARY:  In terms of that, I intend to deal with the majority of the 

supplementary evidence by way of legal submission, I just wanted to – 

I do have some concerns in terms of - - - 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, well, certainly the timing of it we let it go in the 

sense that, yes, it was a little bit long, I suppose in one sense our 

preference for, I wouldn’t say a slow delivery, I’m not sure Mr Bonis is 

capable of slow, but less speedy delivery was more pleasant to the ears, 15 

and, therefore, we let that go.  

 

 If your concern is that Mr Bonis has added material to his evidence 

which he wasn’t legitimately entitled to on the basis of his expert 

evidence and what he has heard, if you think it goes beyond that, you 20 

should say so, I can’t think of anything but if you think of it you should 

tell me. 

 

MR CLEARY:  I can’t, I haven’t been able to properly digest it all. I don’t 

think so. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   If you need more time to digest things, we have time.  

 

MR CLEARY: As I indicated, Sir, I am going to address it in legal 

submissions. 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay. Well, thank you very much. 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR CLEARY [12.49 pm] 

 35 

MR CLEARY:   Good afternoon, Mr Bonis. 

 

MR BONIS:   Mr Cleary. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Good to see you again.  40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, Mr Bonis, if you face us, then you will be facing the 

microphone.  
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MR CLEARY:   Just in terms of the issue of demand for industrial land and 

you rely on Mr Osborne’s evidence in that respect in saying that there 

isn’t demand in this location. 

 

MR BONIS:   I did acknowledge in my summary that there was a dispute on 5 

that matter, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Again, if I could remind you gently, Mr Cleary, please ask 

the question, don’t assume that if you raise your voice at the end of a 

statement that’s a question. Put it as a question.  10 

 

  [12.50 pm] 

 

MR CLEARY:   Put it as a question absolutely, thank you.  Do you accept, 

Mr Bonis, that the LURP identifies the extent of the demand for 15 

industrial land? 

 

MR BONIS:   I don’t think it goes quite that far.  It identifies those land areas 

where demand is to be satisfied but I am not of the view that it says all 

of that area is necessary to meet demand to 2028.  It gives a steer that 20 

these are the areas from which demand is to go, including the existing 

industrial and commercial areas, to satisfy demand through to 2028 but 

I don’t think it goes as far as saying all of it is necessary or needed. 

 

MR CLEARY:   And to satisfy demand, Mr Bonis, do you agree that the LURP 25 

identifies a range of greenfield priority areas for business to meet that 

demand? 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 

 30 

MR CLEARY:   And northwest area 3 which includes our land is one of those, 

it is one of those areas that is identified to meet demand, is it not, 

Mr Bonis? 

 

MR BONIS:   It is identified as a priority greenfield area in the RPS and the 35 

LURP which I have identified in both my summary and my evidence. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Just in terms of your supplementary evidence and your 

opinions on wastewater. 

 40 

MR BONIS:   Sorry, you mean my summary? 

 

MR CLEARY:   Yes, in your summary. 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 45 
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MR CLEARY:   In preparing that summary, Mr Bonis, did you read the 

amended evidence of Mr Hall? 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes, I did and I also made sure that I read the transcript as well, 

I touched on wastewater within my evidence and I wanted to make sure 5 

that I was abreast of what had occurred through the hearing. 

 

MR CLEARY:   So where you refer to in your supplementary evidence of 

Mr Hall having identified a constraint at paragraph 29 of his evidence-

in-chief, which is what you said. 10 

 

MS APPLEYARD:   Sorry, just for the Panel’s explanation, I have provided 

Mr Cleary with a copy of what Mr Bonis read out but the Panel don’t 

have it, so it was just to assist with the point, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay. 

 

MR CLEARY:   In your summary you stated, “Mr Hall for Wilson et al has 

identified that constraint at paragraph 29 of his evidence-in-chief”? 

 20 

MR BONIS:   Yes, but I then go on and say that he has identified and I think he 

has discussed it with Ms O’Brien that there may be, and this is in the 

transcript, a limited window of capacity may be available after works 

are done to the lower Riccarton.  And he says, within his rebuttal and 

also within the transcript, that that requires additional modelling that 25 

hasn’t yet been undertaken but I am perfectly aware of what Mr Hall 

says. 

 

MR CLEARY:   Okay.  And are you aware from the transcript of answers that 

Mr Stevenson made to the effect that wastewater issues are resolvable, 30 

are you aware of that statement? 

 

MR BONIS:   I am not aware of that statement but I haven’t suggested that 

they are not resolvable.  I have stated that there is a temporal issue in 

terms of when that capacity is able to be made available. 35 

 

MR CLEARY:  And do you understand, Mr Bonis, in terms of it being 

resolvable it is not necessarily contingent on upgrades to the upper 

Riccarton interceptor? 

 40 

MR BONIS:   That is not my understanding of the evidence of either Mr Hall 

or Ms O’Brien. 

 

MR CLEARY:   No more questions. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   That can be a matter of submission, Mr Cleary. 
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MR CLEARY:   It is going to be a matter of submission, sir, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Cleary.  Now, Ms Dawson? 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   Thank you, Mr Bonis.  I have just got one question for you 

and it is about the outline development plan policy in the RPS because 

we have had various interpretations of this policy put to us by the 

different witnesses, 6.3.3, and I am interested in your interpretation of 

the policies, are you familiar with the policy and the way it is 10 

structured? 

 

MR BONIS:   I am, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Have you got it in front of you? 15 

 

MR BONIS:   I have. 

 

MS DAWSON:   The various parts that have been put to us and interpreted in 

various ways is like the first sentence which talks about “development 20 

occurring in accordance with an outline development plan or other 

rules”.  So you are familiar with how that has got that option (ph 5.03) 

“or” in there? 

 

  [12.55 pm] 25 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:  And then the second sentence was put to us that that is 

important and that it just says that subdivision must not proceed ahead 30 

of the outline development plan being incorporated in the plan.  And 

then maybe I will hop over the other territorial authorities methods 

method 1, which says that the “Territorial authorities will require an 

outline plan to be developed and incorporated prior to or at the same 

time as rezoning for urban use in greenfields areas”.  And then maybe 35 

if I just pop back to the start again, there is also the last sentence of the 

introductory part that says the “Outline development plan and 

associated rules will be prepared as a single plan for the whole of the 

priority area”.   

 40 

 So I will be interested in your interpretation, if you can, as to how all 

those statements within this policy and its methods work together and 

how and carefully you would interpret them so that we could see the 

timing of what is required and how you think it would work in a sort of 

sequence of events and scope for an outline plan? 45 
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MR BONIS:   Perhaps it is easier to answer this sort of based on the sequence 

of events for an outline development plan.  My understanding of it and 

it is pretty much tied up with that interpret-, sorry, not the interpretation 

the method 1 under territorial authorities, and also under an outline 

development plan associated rules will be prepared and the reasons for 5 

explanations.  They all indicate that the purpose of the outline 

development plan is to make sure priority greenfield areas are 

developed and integrated as a cohesive whole and that relates back to 

the development in the first stanza of that particular policy as well.   

 10 

 So in my view to make the provision work cohesively an ODP and 

associated rule package is required at the time of subdivision to make 

sure that there is a coherent and integrated development that then flows 

on from the district plan implementation of the priority greenfield area 

as subject to the ODP.  I don’t read it as you can do an ODP subsequent 15 

to rezoning but then you can’t subdivide it, in my mind I can’t 

reconcile what the purpose for that would be. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So  you don’t read the second sentence in the introductory 

part of the policy as overriding in a sequential sense the method or the 20 

first sentence to say, “Well, you could have some zoning but provided 

you don’t subdivide this outline plan could come at a later date”? 

 

MR BONIS:   No, that is not the way that I read it. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:   And just tell us, make sure we are clear why you think that.   

 

 I am not questioning you, Mr Bonis. 

 

MR BONIS:   I understand. 30 

 

MS DAWSON:   I just want to make sure I understand your logic with that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Could the Secretariat just reduce the scale of that a little 

bit on the screen so we see it as a whole. 35 

 

MR BONIS:   In my view the first sentence is the overriding one, it refers to 

development which is sort of the wider context for how the land is to be 

used including subdivision, it is not helpful to have that second 

sentence in there but in my view it comes down to what is the purpose 40 

of the policy, how the policy is actually constructed and the methods 

for its interpretation and in my view it is quite clear that development is 

not to proceed until such time as the ODP is actually in place and 

actually guides that development in an integrated and cohesive way. 

 45 

MS DAWSON:   And that would be consistent with the method? 
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  [1.00 pm] 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   And do you think that this policy as a whole with the method 

gives any opportunity for partial outline plans to come in at any place? 

 

MR BONIS   No and it would be inconsistent with I think what the purpose of 

that policy is, and the reason I answered in that particular way is there 10 

is a specific aspect that allows smaller developments to occur without 

the ODP and that’s 1B in relation to integrated plans and that’s the 

southwest area plan and the Belfast area plan in terms of – so it has 

already gone through those sort of wider macro planning processes 

around integrating development, infrastructure, land use staging and 15 

sequencing and so forth, so there’s a specific exemption only for those 

areas that allow for sort of partial ODPs to be developed, but where you 

are outside one of those areas such as where we are now, in my view 

the policy is really clear, it has to be a single ODP for the entire priority 

greenfield area. 20 

 

MS DAWSON: And would that be consistent with 2, 3, 4 through to 10 

et cetera, so the sorts of matters that are set out in those requirements? 

 

MR BONIS:  Yes it’s to make sure all of those matters are considered and 25 

provided within the ODP. 

 

MS DAWSON:   For the whole - - -  

 

MR BONIS:   For the whole priority area, yes.  And to ensure therefore that it 30 

is cohesive and it is integrated. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Right, thank you very much. 

 

MR BONIS:   Thank you. 35 

 

MS DAWSON:  There may be some other questions on the same matter but 

thank you for your opinion on that. 

 

MS HURIA:   No thank you, sir. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Willis? 

 

MR WILLIS:   Hello, Mr Bonis. 

 45 

MR BONIS:   Hello sir. 
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MR WILLIS:   As usual Commissioner Dawson has stolen my thunder but I 

want to just take that a step or two further if I may.  I followed that 

discussion with interest but I wasn’t still quite sure how you thought 

the Panel should interpret or the policy should be interpreted with 5 

regard to the “or” in that first sentence.  What meaning would you give 

to that? 

 

MR BONIS:  The only way I could see that working is where you are able to 

come up with a qualitative set of rules that sort of achieve the same 10 

thing as a spatial ODP where you set out a series of particular 

provisions that would achieve the same ends as what you would 

otherwise get graphically with an ODP.  That to me is how you would 

reconcile that particular or. 

 15 

MR WILLIS:   So instead of having the ODP in a plan you made a set of rules 

which narratively describe what your picture might otherwise - - - 

 

MR BONIS:   Exactly sir, yes.  I think it did give either of those options. 

 20 

MR WILLIS:   Okay, and let’s put that one to the side for a second then.  If we 

assumed that there was some conflict, as a matter of planning 

interpretation, I’m just interested in your view, if we got to a point 

where you thought there was a conflict between the method one and 

this policy, how would you as a planner interpret or which would you 25 

see would prevail or how would you reconcile that? 

 

MR BONIS:   Well the policy obviously has to prevail over the method.  It has 

a statutory context to it in terms of how it’s to be applied so the method 

has to be subsequent. 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   The planners and lawyers are always going to compete in 

that territory. 

 

MR BONIS:   I’ll put my head down then sir. 35 

 

MR WILLIS:   Okay, no look thank you that’s helpful. 

 

MR BONIS:   Thank you. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:  All right, just in answer to – clearly the Panel is grappling 

with this interpretation matter.  And just picking up on your discussion 

with Ms Dawson and Mr Willis on the ODP, now your earlier answer 

was that you were quite clear that there needed to be an entire outline 

development plan for the whole priority area and you went on to later 45 

clarify to ensure it is cohesive and integrated, something to that effect. 
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 Now if we look at these greenfield priority areas for business, it is also 

the theory of your evidence, perhaps contrary to Mr Cleary’s client’s 

theory, that you would say that it is in accordance with and gives effect 

to the RPS not to zone all of the identified greenfield priority areas at 5 

this time.  That is right isn’t it? 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes sir. 

 

  [1.05 pm] 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  So if your theory of sequential rezoning is right then why 

doesn’t it follow from that that a council can elect to take part of a 

greenfield priority area as a whole and on that assumption of taking 

part of it into rezoning, require an outline development plan just for 15 

that part? 

 

MR BONIS:   I think to give effect to policy 6.3.3 you would need still an ODP 

for the whole priority greenfield area and it may simply defer 

development for the remaining area, but the area where development 20 

can proceed, subject to staging and sequencing, would be identified 

within the associated rule suite that would go with that ODP.  And I 

think that is where clauses 6 and 7 - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: So if we look at the explanation, in terms of method by 25 

way of method one, how can an outline development plan be 

incorporated into the plan unless it is in relation to the land that is 

zoned? 

 

MR BONIS:   I read method one as being of a precursor to how that rezoning is 30 

to occur or at the same time to provide for that rezoning to occur, so an 

outline development plan that defers development could be put in place 

prior to the development occurring, which might be staged or 

sequenced subject to infrastructure constraints, or the ODP could be put 

into the District Plan to enable that development to occur at the same 35 

time.  That is how I read method one. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: So you acknowledge in that answer that an outline 

development plan is a type of plan provision. 

 40 

MR BONIS:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  And is it in a sense could be a type of rule or related to a 

rule? 

 45 

MR BONIS:   It is a method, so yes it would be. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:  Is there anything in the Regional Policy Statement, coming 

back to your earlier answer to me, that says that your interpretation 

must be right, as opposed to your interpretation being one 

interpretation, another being that if the Council were to elect to notify 5 

for part of a greenfield priority area so long as they have an outline 

development plan for that entire area they give effect to the RPS.  In 

other words you favour the former, and I’m asking is there something 

in the RPS you see that says that must be the interpretation and the lack 

of interpretation is not available? 10 

 

MR BONIS:  Sorry, sir, I’m wondering if we crossed purposes.  Could I get 

you to ask the question - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Well I will come back to the original question.  On the 15 

assumption that you are right that an outline development plan has to 

be of the entire let’s say priority area, I put the proposition to you, if the 

Council elected in terms of a staged approach to giving effect to the 

RPS, to instead of leaving one entire greenfield priority area out or in 

they chose to take part of it in leaving the rest of it for later, if that is 20 

what the Council did, assuming they need an outline development plan, 

is there anything in the RPS that says you could not have that outline 

development plan just assigned to the area zoned at that time, leaving 

for later the rest of the greenfield priority area in the RPS? 

 25 

MR BONIS:   Well I understand the question now sir, my apologies for that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, that’s all right, it’s complicated. 

 

  [1.10 pm] 30 

 

MR BONIS:   It is.  In my view, sir, and again it was in relation to the answer 

to Ms Dawson I think, this particular policy signals that that is only a 

prospect where you have got an integrated plan, a Belfast area plan or a 

southwest, that has otherwise done that.  There is nothing to stop the 35 

Council, and again this is only my interpretation, of providing an ODP 

for the whole priority greenfield area but deferring development for 

large elements of it or even all of it.  But I think my interpretation of 

this particular policy is that a single plan for the whole of the priority 

area is required, is still required.   40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So if I was to say to you or Mr Cleary was to say to you if 

you go through each of the elements of the purpose of an outline 

development plan under 6.3.3 and faithfully give effect to each of those 

purposes in how an outline development plan is developed for an area 45 

to achieve what you described as cohesive and integrated, even though 
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you fulfil the purpose are you saying the Regional Policy Statement 

directs that nevertheless the outline development plan must extend 

beyond the zoned land unless you zone the entire area? 

 

MR BONIS:   In my view to achieve the purpose of that policy it does because 5 

it is about integration beyond that block. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, come on, Mr Bonis, I put to you the proposition on 

a different basis, don’t reinterpret the proposition please.  I said I want 

you to assume that the purpose of each of those elements is achieved.  10 

Let us take for example a large piece of blue area where stormwater 

can be managed in an integrated way, where the roading system can be 

managed, where the staging can be clarified and addressed, where all of 

the effects and other issues and values addressed in policy 6.3.3 are 

faithfully addressed through the ODP but it just so happens it is not the 15 

full blue area.  Why do you favour a literal interpretation in that 

scenario or is that you don’t and you agree with my interpretation or 

not necessarily my interpretation but the one I am putting to you? 

 

MR BONIS:   No, I see the proposition and that would come down to the “do 20 

you need a spatial ODP or is it achieved through the ‘or other’ (ph 

2.51) rules” in terms of how that is placed - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, it may be fully achieved through the ODP.  The 

ODP may just be full, complete, cover all the bases, deal with all the 25 

matters that the zoned land is trying to deal with in an integrated way, it 

just doesn’t happen to include the entire blue area.  Now, you say it 

needs to go further in that scenario notwithstanding to go beyond the 

boundaries of the zoned area to the unzoned area and I want to know 

what is it in the RPS that directs you to that more literal view than the 30 

one I put to you? 

 

MR BONIS:   Sir, I can only come back to the opening stanza of the policy 

where it says, “Outline developments plans and associated rules will 

clause 1 be prepared as a single plan for the whole of the priority area” 35 

and my interpretation stems from that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And why can’t the word “priority area” there, given it 

doesn’t say literally “greenfield priority area”, why do you favour that 

it must be read as greenfield priority area capitals, regardless of 40 

whether the purpose is achieved or not? 

 

MR BONIS:   The opening line of the policy refers to “Development in 

greenfield priority areas” and I read a single plan for the whole of the 

priority area within that wider context. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Then what is the resource management purpose served by 

that interpretation in terms of this policy statement? 

 

MR BONIS:   Again it comes down to ensuring that the development of these 

blocks occur in an integrated and fulsome way, meeting the particular 5 

provisions that are there which outline resource management issues that 

should be resolved through the development and urbanisation of land. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So doesn’t that come back to the purpose that is trying to 

be achieved? 10 

 

MR BONIS:   Yes, I don’t disagree with that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.   I still have to think about it, I am sorry, but that 

is fine, that is for us to do at this point but thanks for your help on that. 15 

 

  [1.15 pm] 

 

 The other thing I wanted to just test with you briefly, at paragraph 34 of 

your evidence you refer to Mr Osborne’s evidence about area 3 not 20 

being required to meet anticipated demand.  That was an accurate I 

think summary of the theory of Mr Osborne’s evidence and the other 

theory of Mr Osborne’s evidence I will reread but I took from his 

evidence was a theory about cautioning around overprovision of 

industrial land well in excess of demand mindful of competition if you 25 

like. 

 

 And I took that theory to effectively, for instance, be to the effect that 

one could undermine confidence in the market and so forth by 

overprovision or flooding the market.  But if I could take you, I didn’t 30 

ask the Secretariat to put this up, but I just want to go back to the Land 

Use Recovery Plan and on page 28 of that document at 4.3.2 under the 

heading “Providing for Business” and then the subheading “Provide for 

Industrial Needs”.  I might just put that on the screen for the question. 

 35 

 Looking at the second to last sentence of the second paragraph, you 

will see it refers to the area that has been identified there, 900 hectares 

and so forth, and it goes on to say how they are distributed.  It then 

talks about vacant industrial zones, it talks about sufficient to meet 

future demand and then it has got those other words and my interest is 40 

in those other words. 

 

 As I read that as a document we have to give particular regard and its 

relationship to the Regional Policy Statement, it seems a little bit 

inconsistent with the theory of Mr Osborne’s evidence on the matter of 45 

market competition and location given the location of this land and its 
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capacity to compete directly with the airport land, have you got any 

comment on that? 

 

MR BONIS:   I mean the airport has a different property tenure system in terms 

of how it - - - 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, I appreciate that, that is in evidence, leasing versus 

freehold and all that is in evidence but what I put to you. 

 

MR BONIS:   Simply it would provide for an additional locational choice for 10 

industrial zone. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I accept that being too the case and what about 

Mr Osborne’s evidence and that statement? 

 15 

MR BONIS:   I am trying to recall exactly what Mr Osborne - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, if  - - - 

 

MR BONIS:   - - - I think he ended up - - - 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  If his concern was about going too far ahead of sufficiency 

I am just wondering whether that theory is consistent with the second 

part of that sentence in regard to choice of location and market 

competition as other dimensions. 25 

 

MR BONIS:   I read Mr Osborne’s evidence and I read through it in the 

transcript last night as indicating that in terms of the northwest review 

area or review areas and around the airport there was a higher 

propensity for development interests there given access to the highway 30 

system, the infrastructure – sorry, the land was pretty okay after the 

earthquakes.  But he indicated that with the MAIL site northwest area 2 

and with the airport I think he reached the view that there was 

sufficient location and market competition within that wider area, that 

was my understanding of his evidence. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So he does, so in your understanding - - - 

 

MR BONIS:   He does address that issue. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And if he doesn’t what is your opinion? 

 

MR BONIS:   If he doesn’t then obviously this northwest review area 3 would 

provide additional choice of location and market competition but I 

don’t know what the costs or corollary disbenefits of that may be and I 45 

am not in a place to provide evidence obviously. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   I will have a recheck of it, but it was one thing that I 

wondered about - while his evidence was very helpful, the extent to 

which it acknowledged or didn’t acknowledge this dimension, given its 

particular relevance to the land we are dealing with.  5 

 

MR BONIS:   From my reading of the transcript notes last night, because his 

evidence is somewhat macro, there was a series of interesting questions 

from Mr Cleary around this specific issue and I understand that he does 

go into it in some detail.  10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well, thank you for that, and I will have another 

look.  All right, questions arising, Mr Cleary?  Any re-examination, 

Ms Appleyard?  All right, thanks very much, Mr Bonis, it was very 

helpful.   15 

 

MR BONIS:   Thank you.   

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [1.20 pm] 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, I think Mr and Mrs Corston are here?  Mr Corston? 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will just get ourselves organised and just wait for 25 

counsel to get organised too and he will bring you forward to a 

microphone and so forth, so just a few minutes.   

 

 So Mr Corston, if you were able to come up to the second row there 

with that microphone, then what we discuss goes onto the transcript, 30 

and while you are coming up I will ask the secretariat to put up on the 

screen the relevant plan provision that relates to your land and we will 

just get ourselves orientated to that sort of thing first and then you will 

be able to speak to your submission and we may have some questions 

for you.  35 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   So, Mr Corston, probably be best if you stand up at this 

point, then it comes better through the transcript.  Is that the correct 

visual for us to see where your land is? 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes, that is definitely the one.  5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, and if you could just speak up.  The microphone 

is a bit of odd beast, if you don’t speak up it sometimes doesn’t pick it 

up, so feel happy to do that.   

 10 

MR CORSTON:   Okay. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So could you identify where you are on that? 

 

MR CORSTON:   On the corner of Harewood Road and Russley, there is two 15 

blocks there so I am the one in, and the one with the black line around. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay, so those two lots – this one and then going 

back down continuing south. 

 20 

MR CORSTON:   Correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Where it takes a slight dogleg towards Russley Road, all 

right.  Thank you.  And that is the Harewood School alongside your 

property, is it? 25 

 

MR CORSTON:   That is right, that is the Harewood School, yes.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay.  Thanks very much.  Perhaps we might 

put it on Google Maps just to see that view as well.  So there’s the 30 

same property, it’s where the red dot is, marks about the middle.   

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes, that is the corner, there is a driveway coming from 

Russley Road to that red dot. 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I see, so the Google Map’s at a slightly different 

resolution, slightly confusing to the eye, but there is Harewood School 

to the right side. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Harewood School running right through. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, with the grounds at the back. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Well, thanks very much.  The floor is yours. 
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MR CORSTON:   Yes, so I am Greg Corston and I have lived here for almost 

30 years and I have watched the developments and progress, so I have 

only a common man sort of idea of what is going on really.  I refer to 

the submission that I have already put 2440. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, and we have read that. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes, so the Council has now proposed to exclude my 

property at 733 Harewood Road and the adjoining property at 751 from 10 

the Proposed Industrial Zone, on the basis these two properties are 

beyond the LURP boundary.  The Council had good reasoning for the 

inclusion of 751 and 733, but due to an error where the LURP 

boundary was drawn, the Council was unable to recommend 733 and 

751 be included in the zone until such time as the LURP is corrected. 15 

 

  [1.25 pm] 

 

 So for me I sort of struggle with the understanding that the Council 

wants to recommend these lots be included but for numerous good 20 

reasons can’t, mainly because I think the pencil line was put in the 

wrong place.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN: I’ll just ask the Secretariat again, could we put back the 

zoning map on the screen.  Thank you.  Yes. 25 

 

MR CORSTON:  There are other plans that I have but the most recent one 

shows the boundary line up the side of the drive of five, so the line that 

goes out to Russley Road is the boundary line of what the LURP states 

is in zone. 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR CORSTON:  So I do not agree with the reasons.  I think 733 and 751 

should be included.  I believe the development of the zone will benefit 35 

the wider community.  The exclusions of the properties at 733 and 751 

will delay the opening of the zone.  The inclusion of the properties at 

733 and 751 would vastly benefit the development of the proposed 

zoning by connecting the commercial activities of around sort of 

10 hectares of land within the proposed zone with the development on 40 

the west side of Russley Road. 

 

 Probably everyone knows around many airports around the world 

obviously industrial land needs for airports are vast and they spread and 

it will continue to spread of course from Christchurch, and I can’t see 45 

how disconnecting this helps in any way.  It’s definitely not cohesive. 
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 The mistake drawing the LURP line should not limit the development 

of the site in this way. I have asked the planners the reason why the 

LURP line was drawn where it was and the answer I got is apparently 

the only reason is because at the time they had to make up a volume of 5 

50 hectares package and that was the nearest boundary line they could 

draw, and I asked this question a few times, and no other thought went 

into it basically, it must have been a bit of a rush job or something. 

 

 The properties at 733 and 751 have existing historical use rights so the 10 

visual side of things, which the public would like to see it stay green 

coming up Harewood Road I’m sure, it already looks commercial out 

there. 

 

 The properties at 733 and 751 provide a strong physical boundary to 15 

the northwestern zone.  It is a logical extension of the area as identified 

in the LURP, and leaving out 733 and 751 isn’t.   

 

 There was one other comment in the relation of the uses of the land that 

I wanted to make.  The expert panel recommended retail should be kept 20 

in the western quarters and I just wanted to point out that there is a very 

large Thai school opening with a café and there is also the Hintons 

large fully serviced restaurant on the corner of Russley and Harewood 

that are already within this new zone.   

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Is Hintons to the south? 

 

MR CORSTON:   It’s on the corner of Wairakei and Harewood. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, it’s that property as you come up to the roundabout, 30 

you see it to your right, you see the entrance there. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes, and that was all. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  All right.  Well Mr Corston I’ll check on Panel members 35 

for questions.  Ms Dawson? 

 

MS DAWSON:   Thank you, Mr Corston.  Could you just elaborate a little bit 

more on the uses that are currently made of those two properties on 

Harewood Road? 40 

 

  [1.30 pm] 

 

MR CORSTON:   The biggest use at the moment is on the corner of – the 751, 

probably 50 percent of, or you’ll see that big building there – it’s an old 45 

photo this photo. It’s far more developed now, It’s being run by 
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Independent Line Services, they have more than 75 staff and they’re a 

lines company. Also they have a large wholesale/retail place in there 

which sells mechanical materials, fluoro vests, all that kind of thing, 

lots of stuff, and there is also a Compass Swimming Pool outfit in there 

that is using it as a warehouse place for that and there’s expansion all 5 

the time. 

 

 That’s a huge area there, that’s probably three acres maybe of land 

which now the water’s certainly not soil, it’s all hardfill and tar seal.  

On my block of land is basically storage buildings, landscape supplies 10 

and storage. 

 

MS DAWSON:  And have some of those or all of those been through various 

resource consents? 

 15 

MR CORSTON:   The only resource consent as far as I know is Independent 

Line Services.  They certainly have a resource consent. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So the extent of the area used on each of those properties is 

similar to what’s on those photographs? 20 

 

MR CORSTON:   Definitely, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   But more intensive use since the photos were taken. 

 25 

MR CORSTON:  Yes, it has definitely intensified but the view from Harewood 

Road or from anywhere for that matter is commercial. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Commercial. 

 30 

MR CORSTON:  Yes. You will notice that then you go to, the school entrance 

is only narrow, then there’s a residential house and if you head further 

up Harewood Road from there it’s green, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And to your southern property which is south of where that 35 

red marker is. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Or that line where the red marker is is the line that is shown 40 

on the LURP. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Correct. 

 

MS DAWSON: And where the Council’s said if you are going to stay 45 

consistent with the LURP that’s where the zone boundary would go. 
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MR CORSTON:  Correct, yes. Yes I believe that from a transport access point 

of view, because now the roading is changing so much, that to go all 

the way round the block to get back to that same spot, it just makes no 

sense.  It’s uneconomic, it’s environmentally not right, it just doesn’t 5 

seem to be right. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, and that’s the other part of your written submission that 

we noted is about the roading layout. 

 10 

MR CORSTON:   Sort of without one you can’t get the other. 

 

MS DAWSON:  No I think that’s all my questions.  Thank you very much 

Mr Corston. 

 15 

MR CORSTON:   Thanks. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Huria. 

 

MS HURIA:   No thank you. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Willis? 

 

MR WILLIS:  Just one point of clarification Mr Corston. On the other 

property, on your southern property, what’s the land use on that at the 25 

moment? 

 

MR CORSTON:   In the off season we store rental cars for people but apart 

from that it’s just landscape, plants and horticultural sort of stuff, and 

we live there. 30 

 

MR WILLIS:   I see, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I suppose just one question for you Mr Corston.  If the 

Panel finds itself caught by a legal requirement to have to give effect to 35 

the Regional Policy Statement, if that is where we end up leading to the 

position say we find that creates an issue for us in terms of giving effect 

to that in our obligations, what would you describe to be your best 

B plan for this land, pending any change to the Regional Policy 

Statement? 40 

 

MR CORSTON: Well obviously a cohesive development plan is what 

everybody would like.  I mean that’s good for the city.  For me I also 

have to look at, you know, I’m not getting any younger, I’ll have to do 

something, it’s better to develop, so everyone wants to make money, 45 

but I could put access through the road to the industrial, I’d probably be 
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able to do something. There’s a lot of demand for rent-a-car business 

and type of thing which is close access across to – they’re all going to 

Mustang Park.  I don’t know, I’d probably look down that road but I’d 

be open to whatever I could really.  I certainly want to do something. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

  [1.35 pm] 

 

MR CORSTON:   I might be way restricted for a long, long time if I have to 10 

get access off Stanleys Road through something in the never, never. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR CORSTON:   I thought it would be pushing progress in redeveloping land 15 

that actually everyone can stall forever.  It does not make much sense 

to me.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, well thanks very much for those representations 

and that is something we are going to have to give careful thought to.  I 20 

think Mr Stevenson’s evidence acknowledges the slight conundrum 

that we are presented with here.  Thank you very much for coming 

along and telling us about it. 

 

MR CORSTON:   Okay, thanks. 25 

 

<GREG CORSTON WITHDREW [1.36 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now Professor?  Now time for the Avonhead Community 

Group I will just get my papers organised again, just pause for a 30 

minute.  Thank you, Professor, yes, you can come forward and give 

purposes of your statement of evidence. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Where would you like me? 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   If you go into the witness box, thank you, Professor.  

Professor, as there is a slight degree of further formality in the fact that 

you are giving evidence there is things which I will need to cover off 

with you to introduce you. 

 40 

 Now, the first thing is I am supposed to record your full name for the 

record and if there is some difficulty with how your names may sound 

through the transcript, then may I ask once you have given your full 

name you also give to the transcript the spelling of any names that are 

difficult to spell, is that okay? 45 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you, Sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, so Professor Bagchi, what is your full name? 
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<SOMNATH SARKAR BAGCHI, sworn [1.39 pm] 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   I am Somnath Sarkar Bagchi. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Bagchi, as opposed to, thank you. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I apologise for having mis-said your name several times 

during the hearing.  You are a JP? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, Justice of the Peace. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You are a Justice of the Peace? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   In your professional capacity you are an academic serving 

as a global distinguished Professor? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   With particular specialities in environmental medicine and 

toxicology? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, sir. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You are a resident living in Avonhead and you have done 

that since 2004? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, sir. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You are the Chairman of the Avonhead Community 

Group Incorporated? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You are giving evidence in that capacity? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Attached to your evidence is a document headed 40 

“affidavit” and it is the name of Dwayne Jeffery McCormick? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   That refers to the measurements he undertook and they 45 

were undertaken on behalf of the Association? 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will enter that as Exhibit J.  You have an extensive 

statement of 11 pages describing various matters which I will invite 5 

you to summarise shortly. 

 

EXHIBIT #J- STATEMENT OF DWAYNE JEFFERY McCORMICK 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you, sir. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Do you confirm those for the record to be true and 

correct? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir, I do. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I should have asked you are there any corrections you 

wish to make? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   No, sir. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You now confirm that together with your exhibit to be 

your evidence? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you, sir. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Professor, now is your opportunity to provide us with a 

summary of what you have told us in this statement. 

 

  [1.40 pm] 30 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, sir, I am going to give a very brief summary 

sir.  My evidence relates to the rezoning of NWI3 written as 883 in my 

evidence.  The Avonhead Community Group supports the Council’s 

notification of NWR83 as a rural urban fringe zone.  We believe that 35 

this was a sensible decision on Council’s part after this proposal in 

2012, 2013 to rezone the area as an industrial park. 

 

 Our concerns in this particular hearing relate to the request by 

individual landowners on NWR83 submitters 2183 and 2278 to rezone 40 

a parcel of 4.2 hectare in the east and 11 hectare in the west of NWR83 

Industrial General.  We strongly oppose any rezoning of area 3 east 

which is submitter 2183’s land to any form of industrial use. 

 

 There are several reasons for our concerns which I will briefly 45 

summarise.  The location of area 3 is on a shallow and confined aquifer 
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zone, the proximity of the site to the earthquake memorial, the visual 

and noise amenity for residents on Hawthornden Road.  Inadequacy of 

wastewater discharge facility at present and the most important for us 

the impact of the associated traffic on the local road network and the 

safety and amenity of residents. 5 

 

 The only access to area 3 east can be from Hawthornden Road which is 

an eight metre wide residential street designated as a local road.  We 

note that the district plan states the local roads can only be used for 

access by buses and are not intended to be an actual route from 10 

(INDISTINCT 2.24) 

 

 We believe that setting up an Industrial General zone on area 3 east 

would effectively turn Hawthornden Road into a though route for 

vehicles travelling to and from the site.  We disagree with 15 

Mr Andrew Milne on behalf of the Council, the traffic expert, that 

allowing access to area 3 east through Hawthornden Road would only 

have a minor impact. 

 

 We note in state Mr Penny and Mr Clark’s view that Hawthornden 20 

Road should not be used as an access.  Our evidence discusses in detail 

our concerns in brief.  They are like Mr Milne’s estimates of heavy 

vehicle was done on the basis of an Industrial Park zone whereas the 

rezoning sought is in Industrial General which is associated with more 

heavy vehicles. 25 

 

 There is a school, a kindergarten and shopping mall on the way from 

Bennett Street to Hawthornden Road.  There is significant pedestrian 

activity at these locations.  The increase in traffic associated with an 

industrial developmental area 3 east including the passage of heavy 30 

vehicles could endanger pedestrians.  Many school children and adults 

bike along the Merrin Street, Hawthornden Road and West Grove 

Avenue.   

 

 These streets have no cycle lanes and an increase in traffic would also 35 

endanger cyclists and perhaps deter cycling on those streets altogether.  

Hawthornden Road is a popular part for walkers, joggers and the 

running club.  The increase in traffic and heavy vehicles on this road 

would make it unsuitable for any of these activities. 

 40 

 Children often travel unaccompanied to West Grove Reserve and the 

increase in traffic on West Grove Avenue as a result of area 3 east 

rezoning would put these children at risk.  There are a new housing 

development of 85 to 90 houses coming up on Hawthornden Road.  

This will increase the number of residents’ vehicles using Hawthornden 45 

Road in peak hours.  Residents would have to share the road with 
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heavy vehicles and industrial traffic creating opportunities for 

accidents.  

 

 The Panel has in the course of the MAIL hearing indicated that it may 

consider keeping heavy vehicles off connector residential roads like 5 

Avonhead Road.  If the Panel were to grant this order it would be 

logical for heavy vehicles from Area 3 East to also be kept off 

Avonhead Road and lower order local residential streets like Merrin 

Street west, Withells Road, Hawthornden Road, in such a case that 

traffic will have no way to access to Area 3 East. 10 

 

  [1.45 pm] 

 

 Today we have also heard from Mr Penny that the traffic generated 

would be 900 per day instead of 200 vehicles per day as anticipated by 15 

Mr Milne. This means that the traffic impact on the local network 

would be considerably worse than we contemplated in our evidence 

earlier.   

 

 Accordingly, we request the Panel to grant the Area 3 East not be 20 

rezoned.  For Area 3 West, we believe that there is surplus industrial 

land available, many with less infrastructural difficulties than Area 3 

West, considering the access and traffic issues that have been raised by 

the Crown and by CIAL Airport Authority, we feel that unless these 

issues are resolved at the moment no rezoning should be permitted. 25 

 

 We understand that the Panel is considering also whether the CRPS 

directs that an ODP be created for the entire priority greenfield 

business area to achieve an integrated assessment.   

 30 

 If the Panel decides that an ODP for all of Area 3 must be prepared, we 

request the Panel that we should be involved from the very first stages 

and further submissions and hearing process.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Thank you, Professor Bagchi. There is just a few questions 35 

I want to ask you and then I will hand over to the Panel members for 

any other questions. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sure. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So you said you were the Chairman of the Avonhead 

Community Group Incorporated. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Right, yes. 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   You mentioned several times in that written statement the 

word “we” as opposed to “I”, in other words you were saying things 

that report to be on behalf of the association members.   

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Do you have the authority of those members to make those 

statements on their behalf? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir.  I have been authorised to take decision 10 

also, in case anything arises from Panel’s discretion, I can take even 

decisions on their behalf. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: All right. Now, you refer to the membership of the 

association as first representing more than 8,000 households. 15 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Do each of those households sign into membership or is it 

just a matter of whether or not they live in the area that they become a 20 

member automatically? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sir, initially we took a decision that people will have 

to sign. Later on we sought permission from Wellington, the 

Incorporation Society, like the University where the people who are 25 

living in that area, in a particular boundary, that should be taken as a 

member for granted, or we should not be allowed like that as an 

Incorporated Society.  So Incorporated Society given us in red writing 

that yes, you are entitled to do that, and then we communicated to all 

the members indicating that you are automatically a member provided 30 

you are not willing to be a member, and if you are not willing to be a 

member please do let us know then we will take you out of the roll.   

 

 Except for two people, we haven’t heard from anyone else, so 

automatically they are a member, and they also participate in our 35 

meetings.  Some of our meetings are even attended by more than 500 

people. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Now you talk about 2,000 financial members. 

 40 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   What does it mean to be a financial member? 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sir, it is suggested token amount $2, which can be 

used for distributing pamphlets, leaflets, printing costs, no other money 

having been used for any other purpose except those activities.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  All right. Have any members of the association contributed 5 

to the funding of your representation before us? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Not more than, I say $2. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  What does it mean to be an associate member? 10 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  Sir, associate member, actually it is a position 

created by the executive committee in the Avonhead Community 

Group, because when the Airport Authority, Commodore Hotel, they 

wanted to join us on several issues to work together with the 15 

community so that – earlier they had a kind of an opposition from the 

community that the airport doesn’t listen to anybody.  The Commodore 

Hotel is looking after their own interest, so we wanted to take them 

along, put them on the same boat, see what we are thinking and what 

they are thinking and make a kind of an effective coordination. 20 

 

  [1.50 pm] 

 

 So then we thought of including them in the committee or in the 

association that will be (INDISTINCT 0.25) so there will be allegation 25 

against us that they are contributing, they are giving us different kind of 

contribution and that is why we are talking for them, so we made them 

only $2 member as an associate member, they are not within the area 

where we have taken the membership but they may be outside but they 

have been given facility of an associate member and they are not a part 30 

of the executive committee. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And the Airport itself is an associate member? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Is that by arrangement with the Airport? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   It is by arrangement that they wanted, they applied, 

they filled out the form, we have taken it to our committee, the 40 

committee endorsed it/approved it and then only we have affirmed 

them. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And has the Airport offered you or provided to you any 

financial or non-financial assistance for this hearing? 45 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Not, Sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Sorry, to interrupt, sir, even that $2 we are yet to get 5 

from Airport. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Maybe you should get it as a refund on parking. 

 

 I was going to ask you about your expectation for engagement, if the 10 

whole area was to be the subject of rezoning, and I think you have 

already stated in your summary that that is what you would expect. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, I think - - -  

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Because if we are involved in the beginning, then 

the dispute does not arise with the Council, neither we have to struggle, 

go from door to door, go to media, (INDISTINCT 2.15), spend our 20 

own time voluntarily for these activities, if we are involved right from 

beginning then we can really participate – we want development, we 

are not anti-development, that was a campaign being launched by some 

of the people. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It is certainly not a view that we take of you, so - - -  

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - rest assured of that. 30 

 

 All right, well, I will just ask if there are any questions. Ms Dawson. 

 

MS DAWSON:   My only question is, I just – because I am not very familiar 

with your area and I wonder if we could just have a plan up because 35 

Mr Penny took us through quite a lot of the roads, so maybe even just a 

– the other street map – and then could you make it a bit bigger so we 

are covering a larger area. 

 

 So just so that I am clear, Mr Penny pointed out, is it Westgrove Road 40 

that you have talked about that - - -  

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Westgrove Avenue. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Avenue, so that starts at that H on Hawthornden, can you see 45 

that on your map there? 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes. And then further – if we go further south, does 

Hawthornden then run into another street, Aspley - - -  5 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Apsley Drive. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Apsley. 

 10 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And I think Mr Penny was saying if people continued on 

around Apsley they could eventually get themselves out onto the State 

Highway or certainly Yaldhurst Road. 15 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yaldhurst Road. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Is that what he was talking about as being a, I think he called 

it a “rat run” or something like that - - -  20 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes. 

 25 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Actually if we just considered, now suppose there is 

an industry, and the supply truck or the supply vehicle they want to 

make a quick run, what they will do, they will take Hawthornden then 

Kedleston Drive, then going to that Apsley Drive and from Apsley 

Drive they will either take Bentley which directly to the State 30 

Highway 1, or by another 200 metre or 300 metre they will touch 

Yaldhurst Road. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right. Yes, so that – from someone who lives in the area, 

that is not an inconceivable little route that someone could take if they 35 

knew the way. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   In fact, when there is a bus, there is a bus service, 

Hyde Park, a red bus service, now it is normal red bus, now it is a more 

different colour – when that plies on that road, then we have to pull out 40 

of the car, it is so narrow. 

 

  [1.55 pm] 

 

MS DAWSON:   Which road?  At - - - 45 
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PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Kedleston Drive. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Kedleston Drive. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Kedleston. 5 

 

MS DAWSON:   But Kedleston loops around that western side of what’s Hyde 

Park? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 10 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes.  All right, and then could you just make sure I’m aware 

of where the additional residential zoning is proposed. Is that 

immediately north of the park? 

 15 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes, exactly.  This is the cemetery and if you could 

bring the arrow down, slightly more, yes this is the place where the 

residential zone is being contemplated. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes.  And I notice it’s got a sort of curved boundary and that 20 

might probably be to do with the noise boundary or something. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   That is the noise line, noise control line. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And then beyond that is the business priority area. 25 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:  That side, the next one is the proposed I think 2183 

or something the number is, 2183, they are proposing that site.  That is 

what we are calling as area east. 

 30 

MS DAWSON:   East. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, thank you very much, thank you. 35 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Huria? 

 40 

MS HURIA:   Just a very quick question sir, the Down, I am familiar with this 

area. Bentley, my memory of that is it’s actually quite an ordinary, 

quite small suburban street. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Very, very small and that has already been damaged, 45 

destroyed by the technology park parking, onsite parking, people have 
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lost their value of their property, they have been selling off their 

property who are living there for 40/50 years, and distressed people are 

now settling somewhere else.   

 

 That’s the effect of that planning of the technology plant. 5 

 

MS HURIA:   Okay. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Bentley, Fenhall, Pinehurst, these three streets. 

 10 

MS HURIA:   Right.  Oh, there’s Passengers & Co so that’s the technology 

park all in there isn’t it? 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Yes. 

 15 

MS HURIA:   Yes, thank you. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you.  

 

MS HURIA:   Thank you, sir. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Willis? 

 

MR WILLIS:   No questions thank you but thank you Professor Bagchi it was a 

very good summary thank you. 25 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you very much Professor. 

 30 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now there are no questions arising because Council didn’t 

want to cross examine? 

 35 

MR WINCHESTER:   That’s right sir, no questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well you’re free to go - - - 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you sir. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: - - - until you’ve got another issue you want to help us 

with. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   And, sir, from the Avonhead Community Group we 45 

thank the Panel for all the courtesy and patience you have extended to 
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us because we are not professional lawyer that we can represent our 

viewpoint. I might have exceeded my authority to some extent but 

please do not mind, excuse us. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  It’s been a pleasure, Professor, and be assured that you 5 

conducted your case very well. 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 10 

 

PROFESSOR BAGCHI:   Thank you. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [1.57 pm] 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now Mr Leslie I think that concludes matters subject to 

just working out a timetable for closing submissions and I have been 

talking to the Secretariat about arrangements and they are in touch I 

think possibly with Mr Winchester or yourself and others as to those 

arrangements? 20 

 

MR LESLIE: Yes, I believe the discussions on that are still potentially 

ongoing. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I think we’re probably looking simply for a date as to 25 

whether, well first of all a date to go in as per Mr Winchester’s 

suggestion and then possibly a couple of days later any time to provide 

for counsel to address on issues.  If counsel prefer to do so or if the 

Panel feels as though that would help us. So either way we will work 

that out. 30 

 

MR LESLIE:   Yes.  Okay, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  We adjourn this hearing pending closing 

according to directions that we’ll issue. 35 

 

MATTER ADJOURNED AT 1.58 PM ACCORDINGLY 


